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(Tate Britain Conference report)

Michael Eavis, dairy farmer and founder of Glastonbury Festtval
Glastonbuty generates c.t30 lnillton pa to the creative economy
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At the end of the Tate Britain Rural Cultural Summit, May 2006 one of Senior Tate curators said to me how wonderful it was
to hear all those ... "charming provincial accents" in the gallery. I took him by the arm and said; "those weren't provincial
accents my friend, what yau were hearing was the beating heart of rural England".
lan Hunter
(The other nations; wales, scotland ond Northern Ireland obviously have their own very rich rural cultural tradinons ond also value their related creative rural economiesl

We cannot carry on treating our food, farming and
countryside as we do currently. We are failing our citizens,
our communities, and our environment.
Our Common Grouncf - RSA report
RSA Food, Farming and Countryside Commission, London. 28th Oct. 2018
From false choices toward real change
We cannot carry on treating our food, farming and countryside as we do currently. We are
failing our citizens, our communities and our environment.
Climate change is accelerating
2017 was one of the world's three warmest years on record. Globally, sea levels continue
to rise, greenhouse gas concentrations have increased, and the Arctic and Antarctic sea
ice is melting fast. In the UK, floods, droughts, and heat waves are becoming increasingly
normal.
Biodiversity has plummeted
The UK has lost significantly more nature over the long-term than the global average,
making it one of the most nature-depleted countries in the world. In the last 50 years,
almost 60 percent of species have declined (UK 4189 on global rankings).
Soil fertility has collapsed
Agricultural soil has been so severely degraded that some of England's most productive
agricultural land could become unprofitable within a generation due to soil erosion and
loss of organic carbon. The UK's Environment Secretary has estimated that the UK is 30
to 40 years away from the fundamental eradication of soil fertility in parts of the country.
Poverty and food bank usage continues to rise
4 million children in the UK live in households that can't meet the official nutrition
guidelines; food bank usage has increased 13 percent in just a single year, with over 1.3m
emergency food supplies delivered to people in crisis.
Diet-induced illness is spiralling
Almost 4 million people have been diagnosed with diabetes in the UK — 90 percent of
these have type 2 diabetes.9 Diet-related, type 2 diabetes costs the NHS D2bn a year,
with a further P15bn (for all types of diabetes) due to absenteeism, early retirement and
benefits.10 That's equivalent to over D.5m an hour or 10 percent of the NHS budget for
England and Wales.
Pay is low in farming and the food sector
Nearly 40 percent of people in agriculture, forestry and fishing and 60 percent of people in
the food services sector are on low paid jobs.
The rural-urban divide has become increasingly stark
Only 8 percent of housing in rural areas is affordable compared to 20 percent in urban
areas; almost a quarter of households in rural area have no, or slow, broadband
compared to 5 percent.

/This isj a reminder for government, at a critical time in
British history, to put domestic food production and farming
as a strategic priority in all policy making.
The Future of Food 2040 - NFU report
NFU Conference, ICC Birmingham. 19 February 2019
Food and farming as a strategic priority in all policy making"
Th[e] report is a catalyst to encourage us all to start the debate about our food and our
future so we can start to plan ahead. It is also a reminder for government, at a critical time
in British history, to put domestic food production as a strategic priority in all policy
making. This includes a future domestic agricultural policy, which must enable farm
businesses to take advantage of the many opportunities that will present themselves over
the coming years.
Facing seismic changes ... in all aspects of society and the environment
Farming is a progressive industry which is always looking ahead for new opportunities
and developments, and over the next 20 years we will face potentially seismic changes in
all aspects of society. An increase in the global population and the need to mitigate
against climate change will provide opportunities for British food and farming to increase
productivity and reduce its impact on the environment.
Increasing productivity and efficiency through innovation and new technology
2040 also marks the year that the industry aims to reach its ambition of net zero
agriculture, and increasing productivity and efficiency through innovation is going to be
key to achieving this goal. Even now there are technologies being developed that can
care for crops on a plant-by-plant basis or control the grazing of cattle without physical
fences, and by 2040 this type of technology will be commonplace in farming.
Planning for future resilience in an increasingly volatile world
Fully embrace a domestic agricultural policy that addresses the fundamental challenges
of volatility, productivity and the environment. We will also see a significant shift in how
businesses are managed as the world evolves and grows increasingly volatile. Risk
management and business resilience are going to become ever more important. Planning
for that future must start now.
Agriculture sits at the heart of culture; food and farming a fundamental part of life
There are many possibilities for the future of farming, but one thing is certain; food is a
fundamental part of life and British farmers will continue to put the public goodsincluding the provision of safe, quality and affordable home-grown food — at the heart of
all they do.
(" edited extracts) NFU head of policy services, Dr Andrea Graham

SILENT HARVEST1

"...waist deep in dead bees and canaries."
The way we eat is killing us — and the planet. says UN FAO report
Jonathan Watts Global environment editor. Guardian, Thursday 21 Feb 2019
The stark warning was issued by the Food and Agriculture Organisation after scientists found evidence
the natural support systems that underpin the human diet are deteriorating around the world as farms,
cities and factories gobble up land and pump out chemicals.

The way we eat is ki%lng us — and the planet
lt noted a "debilitating" loss of soil biodiversity, forests, grasslands, coral reefs, mangroves, seagrass
beds and genetic diversity in crop and livestock species. In the oceans, a third of fishing areas are
being over harvested.
Many species that are indirectly involved in food production, such as birds that eat crop pests and
mangrove trees that help to purify water, are less abundant than in the past, noted the study, which
collated global data, academic papers and reports by the governments of 91 countries.
As well as the well-documented decline of bees and other insects, the report noted that 17% of
vertebrate pollinators, such as bats and birds, were threatened with extinction. Once lost, the species
that are critical to our food systems cannot be recovered, it said. "This places the future of our food
and the environment under severe threat."
"The foundations of our food systems are being undermined," wrote Graziano da Silva, the director
general of the Food and Agriculture Organisation, in an introduction to the study. "... lt is deeply
concerning that in so many production systems in so many countries, biodiversity for food and
agriculture and the ecosystem services it provides are reported to be in decline."
Most countries said the main driver for biodiversity loss was land conversion, as forests were cut down
for farm fields, and meadows covered in concrete for cities, factories and roads. Other causes include
overexploitation of water supplies, pollution, over-harvesting, the spread of invasive species and
climate change.
Although the world is producing more food than in the past, it is relying on ever-expanding
monocultures. Two-thirds of crop production comes from just nine species (sugar cane, maize, rice,
wheat, potatoes, soybeans, oil-palm fruit, sugar beet and cassava), while many of the remaining 6,000
cultivated plant species are in decline and wild food sources are becoming harder to find.
"There is an urgent need to change the way food is produced and ensure that biodiversity is not
something that is swept aside but is treated as an irreplaceable resource and a key part of
management strategies," said Belanger.
"Around the world, the library of life that has evolved over billions of years — our biodiversityis being destroyed, poisoned, polluted, invaded, fragmented, plundered,
drained and burned at a rate not seen in human history," ireland's president,
Michael Higgins, said at a biodiversity conference in Dublin on Thursday.
"If we were coal miners we'd be up to our waists in dead canaries."
REPORT: THE STATE OF THE WORLD's BIODIVERSITY FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
FAO COMMISSION ON GENETIC RESOURCES FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
ASSESSMENTS• February 2019

" Silent Sprl'ng, Rachel Carson, 1962

Too many deckchairs ... and too few lifeboats?
The creative rural sector's estimated E2 billion p.a. contribution
to the national economy has largely been achieved without the
benefit of a targeted Arts Lottery investment or strategic cultural
development funding programme. The report argues that, with
a three year (2020-23) D 5 million Rural Cultural Development
fund award fully in place, the creative rural sector could access
the necessary skills, resources and Cl infrastructure to then up
its contribution to the national creative economy to c. R4 billion
p.a. by 2025. This also ought to allow the rural to take up its
legitimate place as a full member of the national CI and cultural
funding policy community.
The report further highlights the urgent need for a radical shift
in current arts and cultural funding policy priorities. Away from
a preoccupation with maximising audience numbers, public
engagement targets', commissioning of yet more unsustainable
prestige urban art museum projects, digital utopias and the
dominant discourses of urbanism. It also calls upon the urban
and rural arts and cultural sectors to join forces in addressing
some of the more challenging and life affirming new arts and
cultural policy discourses, which are now required if we are to
attain full environmental, social and economic sustainability.
However the rural is not the primary destination or focus of this
enterprise. The proposed cultural sector engagement with the
rural and agriculture also clearly points beyond the urban and the
rural, towards the formulation of a different set of national arts and
cultural policy discourses, and ones more capable of empowering
imaginative new national sustainability policy narratives. Including
a radical re-alignment and reconciliation of our current social
environmental, cultural and economic value systems.
NASA study (February 20tg) found that melting of the Antarctic ice sheet has accelerated threefold in the last five years.
Unless drastic action is taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and limit global warming, scientists estimate that
melting ice should add more than 25cm to total global sea level rise by 2070.

" The report is not suggesting that Arts Lottery funding be taken away from urban communities,
or that audience development, public engagement and arts work with young people, etc, should not be supported.
They will remain key ACE investment programmes. What it is being proposed here is the need for greater equity,
transparency, and fairness in terms of future allocation of arts funding for the creative rural sector

'Constellations' of rural creativity: writing a new script
In one sense, then, (the newJ rural cultural workis also
extraordinary: it bucks the trends and refuses the models that
normally apply ... It means no longer trying to shoehorn rural
culturalindustriesinto an urban script, butinstead writing a
new script attentive to both urban and rural, and to the
connections between them. "
(Dr D J Bell, University of Leeds 2017)

"What we are looking at here is an exploding galaxy, or
veritable 'Constellations' of rural creati wt'y, rural culture and
rural digital innovation potential that are latent in all our l
grassroots UK rural communities, farmers and artists.
'Clusters' ... are basically for the gentrified inner cities, t e
glitzy gallery folks, the BAFTA Club, and our Latte-drinking
cousins backin Islington, Liverpool and Manchester."
(Rural leader Cumbria, 22/01/2Q19
4

You can always tell when a radical new art form, aesthetic
or cultural formationis cominginto being ... by the
mobilisation of the vested interests, and the outriders of
the art world status duo, that almost immediately rally to
ridicule or condemn it.

New York City embraces Agriculture. 1982, 'Wheaffield a confrontation', land art work, Battery
Park New York. Cultivated as a critical commentary on Wall Street's Agri-Futures Market that was then
causing many US farmers to go bankrupt. By artist Agnes Denes, the US pioneer of Art and Agriculture.

Art and Agriculture - a major new contemporary art genre
e
"What we are also'witnessing is the emergence of a new set of
contemporary critical rural art practices and curatorial genres;
an important new post-agricultural
rural design and aesthetic
I
paradigm; exciting new creative rural industries and cultural
economy discourses~ and the recognition of the rural as a
challenging new frontier zone for-future arts and cultural
funding policy and research. "
(lan Hunter, CRIC;14/02/2019)

'i

All we askis for less than 1% of the Arts Council's total of
C700 million p.a., over three years, to trial a uniclue urban and
rural culture partnershi ps programme; (i) returning c. C4 billion
p.a. to the national economy by 2025, and (ii), in the longer
term, contribute towards the achievement of full environmental,
social and economic sustainabi%ty.-..
"One of the challenges of this kin dof radicalinnovationis
that the existing systems aren't designed to take account of
It ... [institutions] will sometimes ban aninnovation completely
... Where public funding is at stake, they may fall between
funding stre'ams Or the.y may sit awkwardly between different
professional dynamics of culture ...".
5

Stian Westlake, former Director Policy and Research NESTA. (2016)

Agriculture embraces Milano City. Wheatfield 2015, Milano. Artist Agnes Denes. Planted in urban Milano
in February, 15,500 cubic meters of soil were transported to the area, and 1250 kg of Odisseo variety seed
(250 kg per hectare) were cultivated; no agricultural sprays were used in its creation.
Commissioned by the the Fondazione Riccardo Catella, in partnership with Fondazioe Nicola Trussardi and
confagricoltura to run during the 2015 expo, to reiterate the world event's message of returning to the concrete simplicity
of the land, the source of all life and prosperity.

The report's main proposals at a glance.
The '1'/ O' Rural Cultural Development fund proposition
1. C5 million p.a. for 3 year pilot Rural Cultural Development fund
That, in return for the creation of a 3 year, P5 million p.a. pilot Arts Lottery Rural
Cultural Development fund award, i.e. less than 1% of the total R700 million p.a. that
the Arts Council now has for arts funding, the creative rural sector could potentially be
contributing up to R4 billion p.a. to the national creative economy - by 2025;

2. Formal dialogue and partnership with CIC and the urban Cls
We are not asking Arts Council or Government for a 'handout'. What we are asking
for is ... a 'hand up', so that we can join with our urban arts and creative industries
colleagues and thereby expand our contribution to the Government's Industrial
Strategy, and also sustain future growth in the national creative economy, post Brexit;

3. Support for the New Creative Rural Economies conference
Support for the proposed international New Creative Rural Economies conference at
Tate Britain, 25th-26th June 2019; which would enable the lead urban Cls, arts, and
creative rural sectors to come together and discuss the possibility of establishing:
(i) a more democratic and transparent arts and cultural funding policy for rural areas;
(ii)a new sphere of critical rural arts, curatorial, rural design, and aesthetic practices;
and (iii) a Creative Rural Industries Consortium to manage any future rural cultural
development fund.

4. NEoS - The New Urban and Rural Economies of Sustainability
The report is also fundamentally about the need to depart the rural sector from its
conditions of CI and cultural policy disenfranchisement, and social, cultural and
economic marginality. And to reposition it as key partner and driver, alongside the
urban arts, cultural and CI sectors, in addressing the urgent new national policy
agendas and priorities for the attainment of full economic, environmental and
social sustainability.

5 Equity in Arts Lottery funding for rural & urban creative traditions?
It further questions, given the clear demographic and democratic impulses for equity
embedded in the founding principles of the National Lottery Fund, including the now
quite serious economic implications of Brexit, why we seem to continue to privilege
the creativity of the urban professional arts and media sectors, and in placating the
desires of the prestige driven metropolitan arts elites, over those of our hardpressed grassroots creative rural communities? While seemingly also ignoring the
important cultural contributions and creative economic potentials of our burgeoning
rural community cultural capital; farmer creatives, Roma/Gypsy/Travellers, rural
women, rural youth, rural arts/crafts/designers, and also our very talented and
creative rural elders everywhere.

6. A more democratic and transparent rural cultural funding strategy?
Following on from this we continue to argue, as we been doing since 2006, for a
fairer and more democratic rural arts and cultural funding strategy, that is also more
nuanced and locationally-specific. Including an Arts Lottery awards mechanism for
the creative rural sector and rural communities, that is also fully transparent and
accountable.

Some of the 400,000 rural people on the Countryside March through centrol London, 22 September 2002
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"What the report is advocating is for a shift in current arts and
cultural policy, away from its preoccupation with the
city and the dominant discourses of urbanism, towards the

formulation of a new and more inclusive urban - rural cultural
partnership and policy discourse, that is required for our future
environmental, social and economic sustainabi%ty."
The Report's Main recommendations
In January 2017 the creative rural sector/Littoral Arts Trust published the 'New Creative Rural
Economies' hand book report. This is a major 260 page, two volume, report which documented the
12 year campaign by the Rural Cultural Forum and the Littoral Arts Trust for recognition, and fair
access to Arts Lottery funding resources, for the development of the creative rural economy. On
page 7, Vol. I of the report, seven key recommendations are listed. Two years on these still hold true.
1. The adoption of a national creative rural industries and creative rural economy investment
initiative should be expedited; the intellectual, political, social, environmental and economic

arguments (i.e. the Government's Industrial Strategy - Creative Industries sector settlement)
for this are now compelling;
2. Proposals for a national rural cultural strategy, as endorsed in Parliament (EDM. 252,
17/06/201 3) and supported in principle by many of the lead grassroots rural community, rural
NGOs, academic, and art practitioner communities, should also be adopted; without this the

vital post-Brexit creative rural economy contribution to the Government's Industrial StrategyCreative Industries Sector settlement - may struggle and, ultimately, could fail;
3. A democratic rural cultural mandate is now long overdue, whereby grassroots rural
communities, rural support NGOs, rural artists, designers, farmers and rural policy makers, etc.,
can come together and have a greater say and a more direct input into the prioritising of future
arts and cultural and CI funding policies for rural areas;
4. Mainstream (DEFRA) agriculture diversification, animal welfare, agri-tech, sustainable food
and farming, rural tourism, digital rural, environmental sustainability, rural development policy
initiatives, etc., could also benefit considerably by having a dedicated rural cultural policy or
cultural support framework in place;
5. A new set of cultural strategies; i.e. a 'saving from waste' cultural strategy, etc. are needed that
could be deployed more quickly and effectively when dealing with major public health and
environmental crises in rural areas; e.g. 'art and pandemics' could be developed as a response
to and in anticipation of possible future Zoonose pandemics; 'art and the anthropocene'
initiatives could also be developed to help with deployment of wider creative and innovative
projects in response to the impact of climate change and major flooding in rural areas;
6. The Government, if it was so disposed, could instruct DCMS and the Arts Council, to
ring-fence up to C1 5 million (Grant in Aid and Arts Lottery) funding for the development,
pending a democratic rural cultural mandate, of a three year (2020-2023) pilot creative rural
sector-led, creative rural economy investment or Rural Cultural Development Fund initiative;
7. An interim creative rural industries consortium (CRIC) or advisory panel should be set up as
matter of some urgency to help coordinate and implement some of the above; to include
representatives from the leading grassroots rural community advocacy organisations and rural
NGOs, in partnership with DEFRA, DCMS, BEIS, ACE, Creative England, NESTA, CIF and the
Creative Industries Council.
The main report: A Creative Rural Industries Handbook is available as download at
www.ruralculture.org.uk The site also holds all the key background reports and links relating to
the development of the creative rural economy initiative (2002-2018)

Making the economic arguments: rise of
the creative rural sector; the creative rural
returns good value for public investment.
The creative rural sector would seem to present a model of good arts business
practice and value for public funding invested. In return for a C15 million rural
Arts Lottery fund invested over three years (2020-2023), it has the capacity and
the incentive to increase its offer to c. E4 billion p.a. by 2025. As compared with
Manchester's offer of C1.1 billion over ten years — in return for c. C200 million'.
But ... how many more prestige public funded urban arts projects will suffer cost overruns,
or fail to deliver on their promises to regenerate our inner cities and creative economy?

(I-r) Tate Modem R260 million art gallery extension, four years late and R45 million over budget.
(AJ 22/9/2015); The Garden Bridge project abandoned recently with a loss of F43 million in public
funding (Guardian,14/02/2019); The Public, R71 million digital arts centre West Bromwich closes
(Nov. 2013) with a loss of R31 million in Arts Council Arts Lottery funding they awarded the project.
DCMS Select Committee of Inquiry minutes, 28/03/2011; Item 63. "We were disappointed at the
inability of the Arts Council to address key questions regarding The Public gallery in West Bromwich.
The Arts Council played a major role in a gross waste of (E31 mi%I'on Arts Lottery] public money during
its involvement in the West Bromwich project. Mistakes have been made throughout and we were
concerned at the inability of the Chief Executive to provide answers to our questions and the lack of
any serious attempt to learn lessons or prevent a repetition. We consider this to be a failure of
leadership at the Arts Counci% lt does not inspire confidence in the Arts Council".

Calls for an end to the current 'binge' of Arts Lottery funded prestige urban arts centres.
"Would a purge of recently opened art venues across the country necessarily be a big loss?"*
At double its original budget, Arts Council and the City may yet commit c. R200 million,
over ten years, for a single urban regeneration project; Factory Art Centre Manchester
"Now two years behind schedule, Manchester's flagship new arts centre is to cost the council
C19m more than expected - almost DOUBLING the town hall's budget for the project.
(Manchester Evening News, 5/11/2018)

The Arts Council have also recently awarded an additional R9 million p.a. Arts Lottery
funding for the centre's running costs for the next eight years. Justifying the City's extra
c. R20 million cash injection ('due to unexpected cost overruns'), and on top of the R111
million already committed by the Arts Council and the City Council, Council Leader Richard
Leese stated that ... "the Factory would bring a f1.1 billion boost to the cities economy in
its first decade alone".
"A few of these art spaces are superb. Others, however, seem strangely superfiuous. They are
neither essential to their local communities nor significant on the national stage.... What exactly
are they doing except providing good cafes for solicitors and council executives to grab a
cappuccinoin? So the swanky gallery suddenly looks like a folly to the same (cityj council that
once foundit cool. Instead, "modem" Britain raised a crop of urban art spaces that look like they
are part of a Lego cityscape. Obsessed with the new, they already seem old."
(*Jonathan Clancy, The Guardian, 18th November 2013)

Government awards E78 million, Arts Council and City Council c E30; City Council further E19 million. Arts
Council agrees to fund the running costs with Arts Lottery award of E9 million p.a.; City's ten year development
scenario, i.e. 10 x f9 million = f90 million; by 2029 we could then expect a total expenditure of c. f200 million.

Rebalancing our rural culfural capifal;
are UK CI and Arts loffery policies
too narrowly urban f-ocused?

•

~
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"The UK City of Culture has too narrow an (urban J focus... (it isJ demonstrably
clear that there (is J also a need to support rural, semi rural, and seasonal
economies. Such places are home to about 50% of taxpayers, the ultimate
funders of our public arf bodies."
Phil Redmond, Chair UK City of Culture panel: Yes to the Rural Cultural Economy?
"The UK City of Culture ... Ihasl too narrow a focus." (Guardian 5/01/2019)

"Rural communities are not the focus of Government decision making and are
frequently overlooked in a policy environment dominated by urban thinking and
urban policy concerns..."
(The State of Rural Services Report, Rural England CIC, 11/02/2019)

"Creative Industries (successJ ...achieved despite unequal disfribution of
opportunities, skills, finance and knowledge.. We are failing to harness the
creative talents of all our communities. I am recommending a bottom-up
process which allows localities, which often have a firmer grasp of their growth
potential and needs than central government, fo direct policy development."
Sir Peter Bazalgette, Creative Industries sector Review, Sept 2017, p.5/6

"This House; notes that rural communities are being denied their cultural
voice at presenf due to the significant disadvantages they face compared
to urban areas in terms of access to arts funding; highlights the perception
that too great an emphasis is being placed on serving the needs of the
urban creafive industries by the arts esfablishmenf ..."
Tim Farron MP,sponsor House of Commons, EDM 252, 17th June 2013

"Our preoccupation with the city alone his highly irresponsible... the
countryside is now more volatile than the most accelerated city.
Rem Koolhaas, (RIBA Lecture, London, Nov. 2012)

"What we are witnessing is the return of the rural in mainstream
arts and cultural policy discourse"; "The future is rural ... and 56
- reinventing itself for the digital age"; "An important new
initiative for the arts council"; "the (UKf is establishing a world
lead in the creative rural sector - a major breakthrough";
"harnessing the economic potential of all our rural communities".

international recognition and support for the UK's emerging creative rural sector: (I-r) Rt. Hon Andrea Leadsom, Leader of the
House of Commons; Sunil lyengar. Director of Research and Analysis NEA (National Endowment for the Arts), Washington
DC; Laura Dyer (formerly CEO ACE East Midlands); Richard Florida, Author of the Creative Class; Professor Rachel Cooper,
Imagination, Lancaster University; Lord Puttnam.

"We now have an historic opportunity to harness the economic potential o f all our rural communities. The
creative sector has a signtftcant contribution to make. I therefore welcome initiatives by the sector itself to
identify ways in which it can stimulate this."
Rt. Hon. Andrea Leadsom, Leader of the House of Commons; statement in support of the creative rural economy
conference proposals then former DEFRA Secretary of State, August 201 6

"@%at we are witnessing is the return of the rural in mainstream cultural policy and creative
industries policy discourse"
Dame Rachel Cooper, Distinguished Professor Imagination, Lancaster University, Jan. 2019

"... the rural sector is ideally placed to re — invent itself for the digital age, by opening up new world
markets to locally based businesses and providing Pesh opportunities for jobs growth and inward
investment. The Littoral Arts Trust's New Creative Rural Economies report and conference initiative
clearly point to al/ of these opportunities and many other creative challenges that are ahead."
Lord David Puttnam, House of Lords, 4th April 2017

The "New Rural Creative Economies" conference seems a highly opportune time to reflect on
research, planning, research, planning, and policy mechanisms that can bring to light the often
invisible assets represented by arts and cultural amenities. "
Sunil lyengar Director, Office of Research & Analysis, NEA, Washington DC

'What you are doing Iin England J is very important ... establishing a world lead. The knowledge
industries and creative rural economy and environmental sustainability will be the likely key drivers in
determiningthe next major breakthrough areas and challenges for the creative industries.'
Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class, May 2006

"(Tjhe creative rural economy (isj an important new initiativefor the arts council". [we are]
.. pleased that East Midlands Arts was theftrst to recognise and ... support the conference ... ".
"

.

Laura Dyer, formerly CEO East Midland Arts, Nov. 2002

Departing the conditions of marginality;
new rural - urban creative partnerships
for economic recovery, post Brexif .
"Why are we continuing to privilege the creativity of the urban professional arts
and media sectors, and in gratifying the ambitions of the metropolitan cultural
elites for yet more unsustainable prestige art museum projects, while ignoring
the important potential cultural Cls and creative economy contributions of our
talented and entrepreneurial grassroots creative rural communities?"
The creative rural economy initiative aims to tackle the conditions of rural
underdevelopment and policy disenfranchisement. Reversing the hitherto
disabling polarities of the urban v. rural divide, it proposes a new cultural equity
enterprise and urban and rural creative partnerships, in support of the vital

national agendas promoting full environmental, social and economic
sustainability; thereby departing the rural from its conditions of marginality.

The structure of the report:
Section 1. Will outline how the creative rural sector's R2 billion p.a. contribution was first calculated.
as the creative rural sector's likely estimated contribution to the Government's Industrial Strategy.
Section 2. 2.1-2.5 addresses three main areas of related creative rural economy activity (Digital,
Crafts and Culture-led rural tourism) which are already generating some useful statistical data and
evidence. Section 2.8 will also explain what the Creative Rural Industries Consortium is, who is
involved, and what we hope will happen next.
Section 3. 'Solving the 'Rural Puzzle'; discusses the old and new creative rural economies and
proposes their combination as a single creative rural economy sector. It also provides a summary of
recent CI reports (Crafts Council, BoP, BEIS, DCMS, ACE, etc.) as both a context and rationale for
the creative rural sector's estimated contribution of c. C2 billion p.a.
don't really
Section 4. Asks the question; "What if current urban-focused CI research
work for rural areas?" and makes the case for the need for more nuanced and locationally-specific
analysis of the expanding economic capacities of creative rural places. Including useful international
creative rural economy reports and research methodologies, from Canada, the USA and Australia.

metho
dologies

Section 5. A short history of the work of the Rural Cultural Forum and the Creative Rural Economy
R&D initiative. Which also asks if rural communities are being excluded from the mainstream (urban?)
CI policy discourses'?
Section 6. R econnecting Policy and Practice in the UK creative rural economy: countering the neglect
of the rural in cultural policy, and the neglect of the cultural in rural policy.
Section 7. Appendices

Are we invisible..? Is our culture not part of your culture?

Friends in high places ...? Young hill farmers (and their Collies), the Borders.

Cultural Equity for the Uplands?
Between 2011 and 2018 at least six applications on behalf of the creative rural sector, via
the Littoral Arts Trust, to the Arts Council requesting access to some relatively modest levels
of Arts Lottery RB D funding were all rejected. These included: (i) development of a national
hill farming arts and cultural project; the Uplands Rural Biennale and Hill Farming Cultural
symposium, and (ii) the Merz Barn new rural arts centre project in Cumbria. The Arts Council
said they did not have enough Arts Lottery funding; "... due to pressures on funding." etc.
Yet at about around the same time (2016 — 2018), the Arts Council's Manchester office had
awarded c. E1 million in Arts Lottery art projects and Arts capital funding awards to the wife
and business partner' of the Arts Council's Chairman, Sir Nicholas Scrota. This was for
GROUNDWORK an international art project located near their home in Helston, promoted as
a cultural asset for rural Cornwall. However no impropriety is being suggested here on the
part of the ACE's Chairman or his partner. Their CAST enterprise is an exemplary art project.
However, the P1 million Arts Lottery award to the ACE Chairman's partner has also recently
been heralded by the Arts Council's Director' Combined Arts, Manchester Office, as an
exemplar of how the Arts Council now intends to use Arts Lottery funding to support future
arts and cultural development programmes in rural and non-metropolitan areas of England.
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"It's always been a struggle for every penny ... in the uplands" Uplands Hill Farming APPG
Launch of the Uplands Hill Farming AII Party Parliamentary MPs Group, House of Commons,

"Upland farmingis at the core of rural communitiesin Britain and plays a crucial role in
producing high quality, safe and sustainable food for the nation. Caring for the environment
and ouriconic landscape is at the centre of all we do." (11/02/2019)
Sir Nicholas Scrota and partner buy Helston Community centre for E165,000, Falmouth Packet, 23/08/2012
"Our (Arts Council England Arts Lottery gran'investmentwill also ensure that these organisations and the
artists they work with.. (wi/IJ support UK's status as a place for cultural innovation." Falmouth Packet. 10/01/2016.

Understanding the entrepreneurial dynamics of the mobile and marginal creative
rural economies; the contributions of Roma, Traveller and Gypsy communities to the
UK creative economy.

Appleby horse fair

The Appleby horse fair, also known as New Fair, is held each year in early June. It attracts about
10,000 Gypsies and Travellers, about 1000 caravans, several hundred horse-drawn vehicles, and
about 30,000 visitors. The Fair is billed as the biggest traditional Gypsy Fair in Europe, one that's like
a big family get together. The horses are washed and trotted up and down the flashing lane most
main days. There is a market on Jimmy Winter's Field selling a variety of goods — some traditional to
the Gypsy travelling community — and a range other horse-related products. The Gypsy and Traveller
attendees include British Romanichal, Irish Travellers, Scottish Gypsy and Traveller groups, Kale
(Welsh Romanies), and others
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Damian Le Bas; and his 'Stopping Places' book which helped to explain about Gypsy/Traveller culture

The Enterprise Culture and history of Ethnic Gypsy, Roma, and Traveller Communities in Britain
Gypsy Roma and Traveller communities are minority ethnic groups that have been contributing to
British society for centuries. Their distinctive way of life and traditions manifest themselves in
nomadism, the centrality of their extended family, unique languages and entrepreneurial economy.
lt is reported that there are around 300,000 Travellers in the UK, possibly more, and yet they remain
one of the most misunderstood, marginalised and disadvantaged groups in society.~
Proposed national study of the creative economic potential of Roma/Traveller/Gypsy communities
lf it has not yet been done, one of the proposals at the Tate Conference is for a full scale study to be
undertaken, with their full consent and support, of Roma/Traveller/Gypsy creative economic activity
and, in particular, their potentially important future contributions to the UK creative rural economy.

" The Traveller Movement works predominantly with ethnic Gypsy, Roma, and Irish Traveller Communities.

The Fourth Agricultural Revolution; the post-Agricultural era?
A challenge for the mainstream arts and cultural sectors; are they
being left behind as Catapult, Agri-tech, 5G, INNOVATE UK, UKRI
etc., proliferate yet more amazing new constellations of intellectual,
aesthetic and creative economic challenges and opportunities?
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OceanMi nd mapping the world's fishing stocks.

World's first cellular hamburger

Agri-robots weeding crops

Beyond the Rural: the dawn of a new post-agricultural era; the Fourth Agricultural Revolution?
These we would argue are some of the vital new research areas critical to safeguarding our future
human fertility, and related food, oceanic, and agriculture eco-sustainability systems, that could
also become major arts and cultural sector creative responsibilities and research opportunities.
Some extraordinary new concepts and innovation programmes are now proliferating in these and
other advanced research fields: Digital Glue, Ocean Mind, New Harvest, Precision Agriculture, Global
Rural, Agri-bots, and Cellular Agriculture, Agri-Data, Ru-urban, etc. Which, to name just a few, are
being promoted by new Govt., Academic and private sector innovation agencies such as; Catapult,
Agri-tech, 5G, INNOVATE UK, NESTA, Farm Business Innovation UK, RASE, lfA, UKRI etc.
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What they also signal is the uncovering of yet more amazing new constellations of challenging new
intellectual, aesthetic, ethical, cultural, creative opportunities, that should be of direct interest for the
professional arts, crafts, design, digital, media and cultural sectors (urban and rural). Catapult
Satellite Enabled Agriculture is committed to the creation and development of truly sustainable
global Agri-food supply chains empowered by satellite enabled solutions, working from farm to fork
across supply chains around the world with governments, industry and research to ensure UK
satellite technologies; e.g. Precision agriculture, and enabled systems deliver sustainable actionable
intelligence and direct intervention on every hectare of land capable of production globally.
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New Harvest established in 2004, is a non-profit research institute building the field of cellular
agriculture which promotes collaborative research that reinvents ways of make animal productswithout animals. It recently launched the worlds first cellular (non-animal) Hamburger. Ocean Mind is
a not-for-profit organisation that empowers enforcement and compliance to protect the world' s
fisheries. It supports government authorities and seafood buyers by providing expertise and
knowledge paired with advanced Satellite technologies to enable responsible sourcing and effective
enforcement. Combined with the power of proven responsible market sources, drives sustainability.

1. How was the creative rural sector's R2 billion p.a. contribution first calculated?
In advance of the Tate Britain conference we need to explain how we calculated the c. R2 billion
p.a., as the creative rural sector's estimated contribution to the Government's Industrial Strategy.
By referencing existing academic research and recent published studies by other NGOs (Rural
England, IPPR, CIF, CEBR, RCF, Heritage Crafts, Crafts Council) focused on: the rural economy,
creative industries, crafts, visual arts, digital and design etc., it should be possible to begin to
extrapolate from these an estimate of what the creative rural sector's potential total contributions to
the national creative economy are likely to be. Again these are approximate estimates only at this
stage and will obviously need further detailed independent study and analysis. However they should
at least provide us with some basic figures to work with and, if necessary, also challenge or modify.
Sections 1.1 - 1.5 will help to explain how we arrived at the revised estimate of c. C1.8 billion as the
creative rural sector's potential contribution to the national economy as it may be in 2019.
Sections 2.1 - 2.2 will also address the emergence and potential economic contributions of the New
Creative Rural Economies, which include the possibility of embracing the novel concepts of the
Hyper Rural and the Seasonal and Sacrificials rural economies. By combining the projected New
Creative Rural economies estimates alongside those of the known Digital, Crafts and Culture-led
rural tourism contributions, would suggest that R4 billion p.a. is probably now a more likely estimate.
1.1 DCMS/BEIS - R91.9 billion pa. Creative Industries sector contribution to UK economy
DCMS/BEIS — Government's Industrial Strategy — Creative Industries Sector deal report (March 2018),
valued the contribution of the overall creative industries sector to the UK national economy (based on
2016 period figures) as: C91.8 billon p.a., which was also creating and sustaining 3.04 million jobs;
and with an estimated C21.2 billion p.a. recorded in exports.
I- ri n t . f>
< htt : w w w .th r tiv i n tri . . m i 4 271 7 r t iv - i n t ri - t rThe Creative Industries Federation revised this total to R1 01.5. billion p.a. for 2017. Which we must
assume, unless there are separate figures, is based mostly on estimates from the urban Cl sectors.
1.2 Rural businesses, farming and agri-sectors contribute 16.6% p.a. the UK national economy
The Independent Progressive Policy Research think tank published their Forgotten opportunities: The
dynamic role of the rural economy in post-Brexit Britain report (6th February 2017). Which put the
rural and agri. sector's economic contribution overall at 16.6 per cent of the national GVA — derived
from diverse activities; 'traditional' rural sectors such as agriculture and tourism operate alongside a
growing presence of agri-tech, precision agriculture, energy generation, carbon sinks, care farming,
and manufacturing. The latter accounting for the same proportion of the rural and the urban
economy. However IPPR acknowledge that they had overlooked the creative rural sector.
<htt://www.i r . o r r e ad/for otten-o o r t unitiestfrecommendations>
1.3 Arts Council report classifies 17.6% of the population as living and working in rural areas
Arts Council England 'Rural Evidence and Data Review' report (May 2015) classifies 17.6% of the
population in England as predominantly rural, and with 82 4% as urban. It also noted that "... the
Arts Council and its partners may wish to further consider why rural-located individuals and
organisations are less likely to be successful in (arts funding) applications, with implications for future
support and capacity building efforts. <htt s://www.artscouncil.or .uk/communi -and- lace/rural>. However, by extrapolation from the above figures we can assume,
mainly for the purposes of this study, that the ratio of rural to urban population in England is
approximately 1:5. Which seems to be how the Arts Council also monitors its urban/rural Arts funding
allocations.

The 'Seasonal' creative rural economies will be the subject of a follow-up research briefing paper available in
March 2019. But in this context 'Seasonal' could perhaps also be taken as a way of understanding and
measuring, the hitherto overlooked, mainstream agricultural sector's contribution to the national creative economy
'Sacrificial Economies' Mauss (1950). Are those which "... engagein useless and extravagant expenditure..
and are then (also] particular kinds of gift economies", and so can be said to be both destructive and positive at
the same time. In this context Zoonose pandemics and flooding in rural areas could be described as 'Sacrificial
Economies'in that they involve great public expenditure and wastage, but (under certain circumstances) can also
bring positive outcomes.

1.4 CEBR/ACE report: C24.5 billion p.a. contribution of the arts and culture sector (2015)
The Centre for Economic and Business Research report; 'The contribution of the arts and culture
sector to the UK economy' (Nov. 2017) commissioned by the Arts Council estimated that the Cl arts
and culture sector had an aggregate GVA impact estimated at R24.5 billion in 2015.New CEBR
figures (Nov. 2017) show the arts and culture sector had grown 10% in a year, and contributes
R8.5bn to the UK economy. More than double that of the Premier League. There were C5.2bn in
exports of arts and culture goods and services in 2013, more than 3 times that of UK film sector.
With 84% going outside the EU. Culture also pays R2.6bn in taxes, R5 for every C1 of public funding.
< htt :
Arts
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1.5 C1.8 bn. p.a. is now currently estimated as the likely creative rural sector contribution in 201 9
Assuming that the above 2017 arts and culture sector total were to increase just by 5%, this should
give us an (urban) creative arts and cultural sector contribution of c. C9 billion p.a. for 2018. By
applying the 1:5 rural-urban population ratio as above, we could then quite reasonably go on to
argue that, if an urban population base of 84% is capable of generating c. R9 billion p.a. from arts
and cultural activity, then a rural population with an estimated 17.5% should, in theory, have the
potential to return a creative rural sector contribution of c. D.8 billion p.a. However, we would
acknowledge that the 1:5 'ratio' formula is perhaps a rather crude mechanism or method of analysis
to give too much weight to at his stage. But, in the absence of any available hard data or statistics
on the creative rural economy, it might help us to at leat set up a base-line target for further
independent investigation.
1.6 The New Economies of Creativity: metaphorical and socially inclusive creative economies
"Creative Industries; a Strategy for Creative Scotland 2016-17' report lists other metaphorical,
dialogical and more 'socially inclusive' definitions of the creative economy. Which "..involves
promoting the overall creativity of societies, affirming the distinctive identity of places.. Where it
flourishes and clusters, improving the quality of life where it exists, enhancing local image and
prestige and strengthening the resources forimagining diverse new futures." Fu rther. .. the
creative economy is the fount, metaphorically speaking". of 'a new economy of creativity' whose
benefits go far beyond the economic realm alone. <htt s://www.creativescotland.com/ d a t a/assets/
df file/0007/34918/CS-Creative-Industries-Strate -2016-17. df>
"

.

1.7 R2 billion p.a. rural contribution achieved without a strategic cultural development fund
It is important to also note that the above estimated C2 billion p.a. has been achieved largely without
the benefit of a targeted creative rural industries or creative rural economy R&D or strategic
investment programme. It is the premise of this report and the Tate conference that, with a targeted
three year strategic rural cultural development fund in place (i.e. P15 million in Arts Lottery funding for
a three year pilot investment programme) that the creative rural sector could quite possibly double its
C2 billion p.a. contributions to the national creative rural economy by 2025.
1.8 How did the rural sector arrive at the R5 million p.a. for the rural cultural development fund?
Citing the precedents of C130 million Factory Arts project in Manchester. It would appear that the
Arts Council seems willing to accept lower returns on its major Arts Lottery/GiA funding investment
for urban areas and urban CI projects? By way of contrast, and estimated at slightly over half of the
P9 million p.a. additional Arts Lottery funding awarded by ACE just to run the Factory urban art
project, "The Factory will bring a E1.1bn boost to the city's economy in its first decade alone and
around 1,500jobs, a leading training centre for young people wanting to pursue careers in all aspects
of the creative arts and links with local artists". Cllr. Richard Leese, Manchester City Council, 5th Nov.
2018. The creative rural sector's request for P5 million p.a. for a rural cultural CI development fund, as
a return on a contribution of c. P2 billion p.a. to the national creative economy, would therefore seem
both reasonable and good value for any Arts Lottery and (GiA) public funding investment it might
receive in the future.
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2. Introducing the new creative rural economies and the 'Hyper Rural' concept
Sections 2.1 — 2.5 will address three main areas of creative rural economy related activity (Digital,
Crafts and Culture-led rural tourism) which are already generating some useful statistical data and
evidence. These may also (albeit indirectly) help us to reach slightly more accurate estimates for the
potential total economic contributions of the emerging creative rural economy.
2.1 R1 2 billion p.a digital rural economy contribution to national economy - Rural England report
'Unlocking the digital potential of rural areas across the UK'. Report by Rural England (2018) states
that the rural digital sector generates between P12 billion to E26 billion annually to the UK economy
If we were to take just 5% of the lower-end total (i.e. P12 billion pa) as the basis for working out the
creative rural sector's digital contribution, then it should give us c. P600 million p.a. as the sector's
potential contribution (via. arts, design, media, craft and music, etc.) to the rural digital economy.
Creative Digital Rural economy's contribution is therefore estimated at c. R600 million p.a. in 2019
2.2. R3.4 bn. p.a. contemporary crafts contribution to the national creative economy
The reports listed under (i - iv) have also, directly and in-directly, been important in advocating for the
Crafts sector's recognition by DCMS and CIC, and their inclusion in the main Cl creative industries
policy discourse. The creative rural sector could probably learn a great deal from their tactics.
(i) The Crafts Council, using a summary of UK craft GVA in craft industries and occupations (Annual
Business Survey 2012 & Business Population Estimates 2012, and the TBR Report (Ref: W3/S2c.)
which combine the economic output of craft industries and occupations), indicates that the craft
economy generates nearly C3.4bn p.a. for the UK economy, thereby accounting for 0.3% of UK GVA.
However the Crafts Council have no accurate records as yet for the rural sector's contribution to the
contemporary crafts. As a rough estimate, based on a likely rural sector contemporary crafts
contribution and at say a lower end 17% of the (urban contemporary craft total), we could expect to
arrive at c. C500 million p.a. Which was roughly the same total seven years ago — i.e. in 2012 figures.
<htt s: www.craftscouncil.or .u d o wnloads measurin -the-craft-econom >
(ii) The Creative Industries Council (CIC) have also recently made an effort to differentiate between
the creative economic contributions of the contemporary (urban?) crafts and the rural (traditional?)
crafts. They have also taken on board our (Rural Cultural Forum) 2011 estimates of R400 million p.a.
CIC. htt: w w w . th r
t iv i n t ri . . i n t ri
r
t r- v rv i w.
(iii) Interestingly the traditional (non-contemporary) Heritage Crafts Association sector is estimated at
R4.4 billion p.a. to the national economy (2012). Established in the early 2000s to tackle two main
problems: (1) that the Crafts Council were seemingly ignoring the value of traditional/heritage crafts;
and (2) that DCMS were then also unwilling to list the heritage crafts as part of its main CI creative
industries classifications. It should be possible to extract from the HCA statistics an estimate of what
t he rural heritage/traditional crafts sector contribution currently is. <htt :
r t iv —I
rin t .
li r
it m m
in -h ri t — r ft>
(iv) Countryside Agency report: Crafts in the English Countryside: Towards a Future, Collins (2004)
much earlier concluded that the decorative crafts were contributing c. P1 billion to national income;
of which the rural sector crafts, including the building trades, were at c. P300-B350 million. <~htt://
herita ecrafts.or .uk/w -content/u loads/2017/05/crafts in the en lish count s ide-2004. dh .
Statistics that would also be endorsed by the Rural Crafts Association ~htt s://
www.ruralcraftsassociation.co.uk.
The rural traditional crafts (i.e. the lower) total is therefore estimated at c. R400 million p.a. in 201 9

Rural innovators Farmer(pop star and TV Chef transform the rural Cotswold economy
Dairy and cheese farmer and ex-BLUR band leader Alex James and TV Chef Jamie Oliver founded the
BIG FEASTIVAL food and music festival project in 2011

Dairy and cheese farmer, and ex-BLUR band leader, Alex James and TV Chef Jamie Oliver founded the BIG
FEASTIVAL rural food and music festival project in 2011
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(I-r) ALex, cattle and cheese, (far Rt.) Alex with local Cotswold 'villagers' Jeremy Clarkson and David Cameron

BIG FEASTIVAL - Sometimes called the face of British cheese, Alex James has won awards for his goats'
milk Little Wallop, and made a blue cheese called Blue Monday. Good Queen Maude, a sheep' s
cheese, is next. The cheese nerve centre is Churchill Heath Farm, his rambling rural home in Kingham,
near Chipping Norton. Formerly the bass player in Blur, the band which dominated the charts and
whose single Country House beat Oasis's Roll With It to the number one slot in 1995, making the 10
O' Clock News. At this time he lived out of a suitcase on tour, was inebriated on champagne at the
Groucho, picked up Brit awards and cavorted in hotel rooms around the world, as is expected of a rock

star.
Then, just as Blur was disintegrating, he met Claire Neate, a video producer."We fell in love in Little
Barrington," he says. He and Claire got married in 2003 and on their honeymoon, Alex surprised
everyone by selling his bachelor pad in Covent Garden and buying a run-down 200-acre farm in
Oxfordshire. The farm is still a work in progress. Built of golden Cotswold stone, it dates back to the
late 1700s. Foot and mouth and BSEhad left the previous owner, an intensive beef farmer, "on his
knees" and the property completely derelict. Alex starting cheese making shortly after to add value to
the milk his dairy cows were producing; it was "better than the low supermarket price we were getting
then ..."
The FEASTIVAL festival idea developed organically and is now, with Jamie Oliver's help, one of the UK's
leading food and music extravaganzas. "It's the perfect reflection of my life," he says. Some 80,000
people come each year and its transformed the local rural economy.

Rural Innovators Hay-on-Wye Book Festival - 'The Woodstock of the mind' .
Each year in june a small town in rural Wales becomes the global epicentre for the literary world and
the book publishing industry

A world of new ideas explodes each year at Hay- deep in the rural countryside; (I - r) Simon Sebag Montefiore
and Simona Schama — in the Barclay's Wealth Pavilion speakers tent, Hay-on-Wye, June 2011

The Hay-on-Wye Festival was founded around a rural kitchen table in 1987 and continues to attract
the many writers, filmmakers, comedians, politicians and musicians to inspire entertain.
It had been a 'book town' from the early 1960s, but the Festival made it an international event.
For 30- years Hay Festival has brought together writers from around the world to debate and share
stories at its festival in the staggering beauty of the rural Welsh Borders. Hay celebrates great writing
from poets and scientists, lyricists and comedians, novelists and environmentalists, and the power of
great ideas to transform our way of thinking. We believe the exchange of views and meeting of minds
that our festivals create inspire revelations personal, political and educational. Hay is, in Bill Clinton's
phrase, 'The Woodstock of the mind'.

The Hay-on-Wye ruralfestival 'brand' and book-as-art-festivalconcept has now been franchished worldwide,
with over a dozen 'Hays' now active in Latin America, Europe, Bangladesh, Lebanon, etc.
The British Arts Festivals Association (BAFA) key players in the creative rural economy. BAFA is a
membership organisation with 120 arts festivals from across the UK. The association was founded over 30 years
ago and it now has a wide-ranging membership. This includes large scale events such as the Edinburgh
International Festival and Brighton Festival and smaller ones such as the Corsham Festival in Wiltshire and the
East Neuk Festival in rural Scotland.
"Art Festivals greatest economic contribution is through their visitors' expenditure on local retail, accommodation
and hospitality." - Return c. E48 million to the creative economy"
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Bill Clinton speaking at the Hay-on-Wye book festival, 2001
BAFA - Festivals mean Business report, 2006

2.3 Countryside outdoor cultural events, rural festivals, and the new rural visitor arts economies
The international success of the UK's outdoor music festivals and countryside cultural events is now
well established. The best example here being Glastonbury festival which is recorded as contributing
over C100m p.a. to the UK economy, of which c.C35 million goes to benefit of the local (Mendip DC)
economy. <htt s://www. Iastonbu e s t i vals.co.uk/worth -causes/local-benefits/> Britain's thriving
tourism sector is also estimated at contributing C67.7 billion in 2017, and Visit England has plans to
further grow UK music tourism to encourage 40m overseas visitors b 2020. It is our contention that
the creative rural sector has, and will continue, to play a major role in support of all of these
innovative visitor economy initiatives; urban and rural. As evidenced by the growing non-music rural
arts, crafts, gastronomy, and countryside cultural offers at Glastonbury, Feastival, Hay-on-Wye, etc.
But this is a creative rural sector that could benefit from a major in dependent Cl study and analysis.
(i) The NOEA National Outdoor Events Association <htt s://noea.or .uk> provide yet further
evidence of the outstanding success of the UK's outdoors cultural events, countryside culture and
music festivals, which are the heart of the British outdoor hospitality industries and are an essential
part of the worlds of classical, folk and jazz (Frith 2007). Festivals are big business: one recent report
by UK Music puts the total direct and indirect <htt s://www.ukmusic.or /assets/ eneral/
WYWH 2015Re ort. df> spend generated by 'music tourism' for festivals in the UK in 2014 at more
than P1.7 billion, sustaining over 13,500 full time jobs (based on 232 music festivals, UK Music 2015).
More specifically, Glyndebourne generates R11 million of Gross Value Added (GVA) for East
Sussex's(rural) economyeveryyear(BOP2013a). <htt s://ahrc.ukri.or documents/ ro'ect-re ortsand-reviews/connected-communities/im act-of-music-festivals/>. Similarly, the National Trust, CLA
Countryside Game Fairs, regional Agricultural Shows, the Historic Country Houses' unique cultural
offers; e.g. contemporary art programmes at Chatsworth. The Forestry Commission's major Forest
Arts, the National Trust's 'Trust Art 'programmes, and the ACE/HLF funded Great Places schemes.
(ii) How to work out the percentage contribution of culture-led rural tourism/visitor economy income?
The House of Lords Rural Tourism economy committee estimated that this was worth P17 bn. p.a.
htt s://www. arliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/environmentfood-and-rural-affairs-committee/in uiries/ arliament-2015/rural-tourism-in ui - 1 6-17/.
Thus by applying a lower end i.e. 5% estimate of the above C17bn. total as being the likely arts and
cultural sector contribution to tourism income in rural areas, this could work out at c R800 million p.a.
But with the caveat that these estimates would need further careful independent study and analysis.
The culture-led rural tourism/new visitor economy total is estimated at c. R800 million p.a. in 201 9
2.4 Given the above estimated totals we should then be able to argue with some confidence that
the creative rural sector's contribution (in England) is likely to be worth c. R2 billion p.a. in 201 9.
By combining the lower end estimates (above): 2.1 — the Creative Rural Digital estimate at P600
million pa.; 2.2 - as the (lower) traditional rural crafts contribution at F400 million p.a. and 2.3
culture-led rural tourism activity at c. P800 million p.a., would give us a basic creative rural sector
total contribution of c. R1.8 billion p.a. in 2019. Which corresponds almost exactly with the initial
creative rural economy contribution estimate first arrived at in Section 1.6 above. However this total
does not as yet include the potential creative rural economy contributions from the other 'classic' Cls
creative industries active in rural areas (e.g. architecture, design, fashion/textiles, gaming, TV/Film,
literature/publishing, etc.). Which have still to be properly studied and measured.
These are also the aims of the Tate conference, to: (1) identify what these more 'conventional'
rural Cls are; (2) develop a methodology by which to measure and assess their full economic
contributions to the national creative rural economy; and (3) also establish a suitable strategic
investment and support system, or agency, by which to secure their future full development and
delivery within the context of the Government's Industrial Strategy. To accurately assess the full
economic contributions of these more 'conventional' (or classic) rural Cls and combine them with the
'new creative rural economies' (Section 3 under). Which could take the creative rural sector's total
contribution closer to P4 billion p.a. in 2025. Which, again, would require a fully independent study
and in-depth analysis.

2.5 Some caveats and 'problems' that we might also need to consider in the meantime; e.g.
are our estimates for the creative rural sector's economic contributions realistic and verifiable?
Coming relatively recently to the Cl (Creative Industries) community and creative economy policy
discourses, what strikes us in the creative rural sector is the seemingly heightened rhetoric employed
by the (urban) Cl sector and NGOs; e.g. Crafts Council, Design Council, CIF, NESTA, ACE, etc., when
putting forward estimates for their respective (urban) CI sector contributions to the national economy.
Which are now measured in terms of tens of billions of pounds, etc. These are quite astronomical
figures for some of us in the rural sector, where it has mostly been a struggle to secure even relatively
modest levels of arts funding to support innovative creative rural economy R&D projects 7.
Levelling the CI policy 'playing field' for the rural sector; DCMS, BEIS and ACE support.
Part of the problem for the creative rural sector is, as it would appear for the time being at least, that
DCMS, BEIS, DEFRA, and ACE are yet to be fully convinced of these proposals and, in particular, the
estimates for the creative rural sector's contribution of C2 billion p.a. to the national creative
economy. The Creative Industries Sector Settlement, brokered by CIF, Creative England and CIC,
would seem to offer the creative rural sector one possible way forward. However, despite past
lobbying efforts, conferences and reportss (2006-18), etc., there has not as yet been any formal
acknowledgement of the creative rural economy sector, or its potential P2 billion p.a. contribution to
the national economy.
<htt s://assets. ublishin .service. ov.uk/ overnment/u loads/s stem/u loads/attachment data/file/
764931/CIC Meetin M i nutes — 181029 — Final. df>
Is the Cultural Development Fund really meant to discriminate against creative rural communities?
The recent F20 million Cultural Development Fund award (June 2018) via DCMS, managed by the
Arts Council, also seems to be ignoring the cultural and creative economic potentials of grass roots
rural communities. It states that the fund is mainly for, .. towns and cities outside of London who
want to make the most of culture's contribution to their local economy." In the '9 Things You Need to
Know about the Cultural Development Fund' document, ACE further states that, as "... the fund seeks
to... benefit... economically functioning (urban areas]. (t's unlikely that applications seeking to benefit
predominantly rural areas will be able to meet the aims of the fund. <h tt s. w ww artscouncil or u
cultural-develo ment-fund/9-thin s- ou-need-know-about-cultural-develo ment-fund>.
"

.

This situation remains an ongoing concern for the creative rural sector, which Prof. John Holden had
also flagged up earlier on in his 2012 report to the Arts Council. The Rural Cultural Forum Cl lobby
and creative rural economy initiative were also motivated and spurred into action in 2004, when the
Arts Council had earlier issued a similar such statement in which it effectively denied rural
communities access to the then 'special' F19.5 million Urban Cultural Fund. (see Section 5.2).
What if urban communities were to be denied access to the DCMS Cultural Development Fund?
If, for example, the Arts Council and DCMS were to issue a similar public statement on behalf of the
Government's Industrial Strategy, Creative Industries sector settlement, indicating that the Fund was
only for rural communities, countryside cultural events, farmer creatives and support for the rural
creative economy, etc. While at the same time denying urban communities and the urban creative
industries sector legitimate access to the Government's Cultural Development Fund. Which.. after all
is designed to take "(all? J the (UK creative industries] sector from strength to strength by arming the
next generation of creatives with the necessary skills and giving businesses in the sector the support
they need to succeed"). There would certainly be a major national outcry, including many urban
cultural and CI leaders writing letters of protest to the BEIS Secretary of State, Greg Clark and
DCMS Minister for the Creative Industries, Margot James. It would, of course, be quite unthinkable?

7 Most of the Arts Lottery funding requests for R8 D work on the creative rural economy/rural biennale were
declined by ACE between 2011 - 18. A recent Arts Lottery bid for E22,000, for the November 2017 'The Hyper
Rural - New Creative Rural Economies", a two day professional conference and exhibition, was also rejected by
the Arts Council, stating that they did not have enough Arts Lottery funding. ("..due to competition for funding")
The Creative Rural Communities - Rural Biennale report', July 2010; 'The Rural Cultural Strategyindependent study (Holden) report' March 2012; 'The New Creative Rural Economies' (handbook) report, Feb
2017; 'The Hyper Rural - conference' Manchester Nov. 2017; 'E2 billion by 2024 - New Creative Rural
Economies' summary report, Feb.2018; 'The Future is Rural' pre-conference flyer, November 2018. All of
which were circulated at the time to senior Arts Council England, DCMS and DEFRA contacts requesting their
comments, etc..

Women as Rurallnnovators — amplebosom.corn
Sally Robinson's international outsize lingerie company marketing success
Hill farming and rural women leaders have a very high level of creativity and entrepreneurial drive
'The one of the girls who worked for me wanted a bra to get married in. She was a bit agricultural was this girl,
and the local corset shop was dreadful. So she turned to the internet ... and that is how the Amplebosom.corn
marketing successstory first began.'

Sally Robinson: the international success story of the Amplebosom Marketing Company
I live on a small farm on the North Yorkshire Moors, and for the thirty years I have been married people have
been telling me that the rural economy is going to get better. Three weeks ago my husband took four cattle to
Thirsk market;last week the cheque for three cattle came to the same amount.
Five years ago (2000) the world had something like 160 days of grain in store. Just before this harvest we had
about 60 days of grain in store and every farmer I know had run out of grain in his own barn and was pinching
semi-ripe corn out of the field to feed his cattle. This harvest hasn't been brilliant. Never mind the oil: you will be
short of food before long. I married a farmer in 1977 thinking that I would have a grand life as a farmer's wife
living on the North Yorkshire Moors. It soon became apparent that times were hard. I converted some of the
farmhouse bedrooms into bed and breakfast rooms, and some of the farm buildings into cottages. In 1993 the
cafe atthe top of the road came up for let,so forfive years we ran that.
When that lease was finished I wondered what to do next, and began to consider mail order selling. I considered
garden furniture — I was short of garden furniture — but consulting my bed and one of the girls who worked for
me wanted a bra to get married in. She was a bit agricultural was this girl, and the corset shop was dreadful. So
she turned to the internet. Breakfast guests I discovered wanted things that would go through the letter box. So I
wondered what I could sell that was small. Jewellery — but you don't need jewellery.
So she turned to the internet, and all she could find was red ones, and leather ones, and plastic ones, and ones
with holes in. So it was her idea: she told me to sell bras. And I thought: well, at least half the population are
wearing them, (... and a few men too, we found out later) so how could we go wrong?
So we started. We got a grant from the EC to convert a little garage-sized room into a store with the computers.
A severely disabled woman who had designed my B+B brochures designed the bra catalogue, and has done so
ever since.We contacted BusinessLink inYork, and asked them for bra manufacturers. They gave us forty. We
wrote to all forty, and only six got back to us. We should have given up then really.
(from Sally Robinson's presentation at the 2006 Creative Rural Economy Conference, Lancaster University)

www.amplebosom.corn

The Women's Institute as rural innovation pioneers
How an imaginative local WI fundraising project; 'Calendar Girls', gave rise to an multi-million
dollar international film industry franchise.

Helen Mirren, Bollywood and the Calendar Girls ... the rural goes global
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(left) Helen Mirren 'squeezing the pips.. for Jeruasiem.' as a Wl Calendar Girl in the film;
(right) Calendar Girls, a Bollywood Hindi movie 'spin-off', 2015. Directed by Madhur Bhandarkar,
distributed by Hi-5 Entertainments LLP, has grossed c.$15 million so far.

Rural innovation and the Women's Institute; Calendar Girls earns $121 million worldwide.
Long considered the epitome and bastion of rural conservativism and countryside life, Calender Girls helped to
changed public perception of the Wl and rural communities internationally - overnight. A 2003 British comedy
film directed by Nigel Cole. Produced by Buena Vista International and Touchstone Pictures, a screenplay by Tim
Firth and Juliette Towhidi based on a true story of a group of rural Yorkshire Wl women member who produced a
nude calendar to raise money for Leukaemia Research via the auspices of the Women's Institutes in April 1999.
Starring an ensemble cast headed by Helen Mirren and Julie Walters, with Linda Bassett, Annette Crosbie, Celia
Imrie, Penelope Wilton and Geraldine James playing key supporting roles, the film garnered generally positive
reactions by film critics, and at a budget of $10 million it became a major success, grossing $96,000,000
worldwide following its theatrical release in the United States. In addition, the picture was awarded the British
Comedy Award for Best Comedy Film, and spawned ALFS Award Empire Award, Satellite Award and Golden
Globe nominations for Mirren and Walters. In 2008 the film was adapted into a stage play.
In 2011 it beat the all time British box office record for a play, and has since raised over half a million pounds for
Blood Cancer Charities, funding its own research project in rural Yorkshire hospitals. In an eighteen month period
Amateur Rights were snapped up by over 500 Amateur Dramatic groups across the UK and the rest of the world.
In all The Girls ran for 60 sell out performances, complete with 60 standing ovations, and was seen by just under
100,000 people. In May it was announced that 'The Girls' will open at the Phoenix Theatre in London's West End
in January 2017.

"Support for rural, semi-rural and seasonal economies". UK Countryside Culture Capital proposal
Had we been consulted beforehand the Creative Rural Consortium could have pointed to any
number of deserving "...socially and economically un-functioning marginal rural areas", including our
struggling Uplands communities, etc. All of whom could have benefited enormously from such an
award. As Phil Redmond Chair of the DCMS UK Capital of Culture Committee noted recently 9, this
could have included Arts funding support for the development of a UK-wide Countryside Capital of
Culture bid'o, or for an imaginative Rural Art Biennale promoting the Upland's unique seasonal visitor
economies.
Fair access to national CI policy discourses; is the creative rural sector being ignored by CIC?
Noting the success of the Crafts Council and the Heritage Crafts Association in getting themselves
included in the Cl family, through vigorous lobbying and clearly voicing their objections to the
prospect of being 'excluded' by DCMS from the national CI policy and funding discourses. The
creative rural sector proposes to do the same thing and put forward an equally strong case affirming
their democratic right to be heard, and also seeking full membership of the UK CI community (CIC).
Securing a democratic cultural mandate for the creative rural sector; Tate Britain conference
Given the above experiences we think it is important to try and create an informed and constructive
public debate about these matters. Promoting an open forum and public discourse for interested
parties: members of the House of Lords, MPs, Government Depts., statutory agencies, rural NGOs,
rural communities, academics, urban Cls, artists, farmers, etc., for all to participate and be engaged.
The other purpose of such a gathering would be to provide all our creative rural communities, rural
artists/creatives, farmers, countryside landowners and grass roots rural leaders, etc. with an
opportunity to have their say, and to speak for themselves about what their respective creative and
cultural economy needs and aspirations might be. If they were to agree, in principle, to support the
aims of the conference then this could help to achieve a fully democratic cultural mandate for the
creative rural sector's proposals.
The difference between the 'old' creative rural economies and the 'new' creative rural economies
1. 'Old = established' By 'old' creative rural economies we generally mean elements of the
established DCMS 'classic' 13, or conventional creative industries classifications (publishing,
fashion, design, architecture, visual arts, crafts, film/TV, theatre, etc.), which can be more readily
identified (and presumably also quantified) within the rural sector. We are calling these, Axis 'A',
or the 'vertical axis' in the developing creative rural economy policy discourse.
2. The definitions for 'new' creative rural economies are basically those that may have been
overlooked or, more likely, have fallen outside the conventional or 'classic' 13 DCMS CI
definitions list; I.e. the 'Darwin Factor'. These could also be addressed as two additional subgenres: These we are now calling the 'B' axis, or the 'horizontal axis', in the developing creative
rural industries policy discourse. They include:
(i) Variants of the conventional/classic CI definitions, in particular (a) the creative
and digital rural economy sector, (b) the new rural crafts and design sector; (c) the culture-led
tourism and the new outdoor countryside cultural economies; (c) and as listed in 2.6 under,
sub-sections 1 - 10.
(ii) The Hyper-Rural - the 'Seasonal' and 'Sacrificial Rural Economies' which are explained
in more detail in the Sections 2.6 and 2.7 under.

For more information about how the definitions for the New Creative Rural Economies were
arrived at — please consult www.ruralculture.org.uk

9 Phil Redmond, Chair UK City of Culture panel: reflecting on its mainly urban focus now feels that it "... is too
narrow a focus". "Before Coventry was awarded the city title for 2021, it had become demonstrably clear that
there was also a need to support rural, semi-rural and seasonal economies. Such places and areas are home to
about 50% of taxpayers, the ultimate funders of our public arts bodies". 'Yes to Culture'. Guardian 5th Jan. 2019
Shortly after the UK City of Culture programme was first announced in 2009 the NFU and UK FarmStay put
forward an outline proposal for a complementary UK Countryside Capital of (Rural) Culture bid. This was later
rejected by the DCMS UK Cities of Culture panel, and also 'ridiculed' at the time by some in the urban media.

2.6 Could it be R4 billion p.a., or bigger, by 2025? Measuring the 'new' creative rural economies
When comparing the potential of the rural arts and cultural sector's contribution to the national creative
economy with, for example, that of the E4.4 billion total estimated by the Heritage Crafts Association, it
could well transpire in the final analysis that our estimates of E2 billion p.a. are perhaps low, or too
modest. But we would rather this, than drifting off into baseless 'hype' or over inflating our claims.
Those underlined under are some of the sub-sectors that we feel might yet yield up significant new
creative rural economic contributions. But will require more detailed independent study and analysis.
1. Creative and Digital Rural economy, smart farms, RIOT * agri-tech.,(est. c. P600 million+ p.a.)
2. Women as innovators in the creative rural econom ( ? ) . * Rural Internet of Things
3. Mobilisin the full otential of rural communit cultural ca ital and rural creative SMEs (?)
4. Farmer creatives and the contribution of the core a ricultural sector to the creative industries (?)
5. The Crafts (contemporary and heritage) in the creative rural economy. (estimated E400 million p.a.)
6. Ex andin t he role of desi n - fashion - textiles in the creative rural econom (?)
7. Rural architecture rural desi n rural housin and new a riculture- architecture fusions (?)
8. Culture-led rural tourism; outdoor festivals, new countryside visitor economy. (est. E800 million p.a.)
9. Quanti in t h e rural e uivalents of the 'classic'13 Cls. film/TV/radio a m in

ubli s hin e t c .. (?)

10. H e r R ural - the 'sacrificial economies'. (see section 2.7 under) (?)
2.7 Promoting the 'Hyper Rural' & the concept of 'Seasonal' and 'Sacrificial' Rural Economies
These are still somewhat untested and problematic proposals in terms of the unfolding creative rural
economy discourse. Which are obviously also open to contestation and challenge, as to whether
these should in fact be included in the new rural family of CI's. However, for the sake of argument, we
suggest that there may be three main characteristics of the Hyper Rural evident in the emerging new
creative rural economies. That would also benefit greatly from further independent study and analysis:
(1) The Hyper Rural: This further proposes that any future creative rural economy
investment strategy should investigation some of the more radical 'saving from waste'
creative rural strategies. For the purposes of the conference these have been grouped under
the general heading of the 'Hyper Rural' which is based around the radical ideas about the
'accelerated' nature of change in the countryside and the rural economy, currently being
proposed by leading international architect and urbanist, Rem Koolhaas.
<htt://orna.eu/lectures/count side> Such accelerated (economic, social, cultural and
environmental) changes in the rural and agriculture spheres are also generating challenging
new "wild zones" which, operating outside the cultural norms or dispense with agreed policy
conventions, are also posing real challenges to mainstream cultural and CI policy discourses.
(2) Saving from waste: introducing 'the sacrificial creati ve rural economies'
One of the less well known definitions of economy, as derived from its Greek roots, is that of
good household/domestic management and, alongside this, also the concept of 'a saving
from waste'. In this context one of the key propositions for discussion at the conference is
the potentially major role that the creative and cultural sectors can play in helping to prevent
major 'wastage' of public funding and resources in both urban and rural sectors, due to the
effects of recurring public health - e.g. Zoonose pandemics, major land fires and area
flooding due to global warming and climate change, (i.e. the 'sacrificial' rural economies)
Meaning, the capacity of quite negative and possibly 'unavoidable' major rural problems or
disasters (e.g. pandemics or floods) to generate interesting or novel cultural responses that,
in turn, also throw up (in the longer term) potentially beneficial creative economy outcomes.
In this context 'Culture and Pandemics' and 'Fire and Flood' are being proposed as
possible new frameworks, i.e. 'new genre'» rural curatorial strategies and critical artistic
practices.

"" "The Littoral Arts Trust's work on the rural cultural strategy and art and agriculture proposals in the UK
represent the emergence of an exciting new critical rural art practice genre, and are definitely ofimportance to
others working internationally." Dr Suzanne Lacy, Professor, Roski School of Art and Design, University of Southern
California, LA
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The new creative rural econom ersonified: world's greatest music
e stival and celebration of rural cul e - Glastonbury
. „ F~.
er 1 75000, mainly urban dwellers are wi lling to pay c. E250 a head (ti lyts sell out in 35 minutes on-line)
to happily spend three daysin the mud, listening to world class rock music, on a farmin Somerset; Glastonbury June2016 gi
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(3) Disruptive (rural) innovators:
A term originally coined by Clayton Christensen, is a creative process by which a product,
idea or service takes root initially in simple applications at the bottom end of a market, and
by challenging the vested interests, i.e. institutional policy, cultural and corporate
orthodoxies, relentlessly move up market, displacing the established competitors and
institutions; e.g. Jeff Bezos' Amazon corporate culture. It is also widely accepted that
support for the concept of 'disruptive innovation' is critical to the future success of Britain' s
Cls. For example, in the New Creative Rural Economies report (Jan. 2017) we explain the
emergence of several exciting new critical cultural spheres ('new genres' Lacy: 1994) of
rural arts and challenging new cultural policy discourses, which will also require the creation
of a new body of aesthetic theory, imaginative curatorial strategies, and advanced critical
artistic practices. This we would suggest is partly also the Arts Council's responsibility. In this
context we are proposing 'Art and Agriculture' as a new critical rural art genre, a n d as the
basis for the critical investigation and formulation of a Post-agricultural~2 era creative rural
economy, and with related aesthetic, artistic and cultural policy discourses.
2.8 Who, or what, is the Creative Rural Industries Consortium' ?
The Creative Rural Industries Consortium will, we hope, be formally and democratically constituted
during, or more likely after, the 2019 Tate conference. It is also intended to take over some of the
work of the previous RCF (Rural Cultural Forum) which has now ended its campaigning and lobbying
work. Part of its main function would also be to open a dialogue with CIC, DCMS, ACE, DEFRA,
BEIS etc., about the possibility of support for the creative rural economy and formal recognition of
the creative rural sector by the wider mainstream (urban?) CI community. The 'consortium' is
currently mainly functioning as an interim Tate conference planning and working group. Which

comprises:
David Powell Director(DPA). <htt: / / d avid owell.or .u i n dex. h >
lain Bennett — Associate Director. BoP,
Polly Gibb — Director WiRE. < htt:

tt>

www . w ir k . r
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m t -t h -t

m>

Daniel Heery — Project Manager, 5GRIT/Cybermoor
htt s: /www.slideshare.ne daniel.hee d a niel-hee -c bermoor-networks>
Kate Morel — UK International Glamping consultant,

/

.
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lan Hunter - Director, Littoral Arts Trust/Merz Barn project. < www.m rz r n . n t >
Nic Millington — Chief Executive, Rural Media Company.
<htt s: www.ruralmedia.co.u abou our-team nic-millin ton-frsa>
Advisors to the Creative Rural Economies - Tate Britain conference initiative
Dame Rachel Cooper - Distinguished Professor Design Management and Policy Director,
I r h lImagination, Lancaster University. <htt : ww w . l n
t r. . I i

r2>

Pam Warhurst CBE - Chair Incredible Edible, formerly Chair Forestry Commission, Deputy Chair
Countryside Commission, and Chair of natural England
htt s: www.incr dible- dible-todmord n.co. h o r n >
John Newbigin OBE. CIC, consultant British Council, founder Creative England
htt
www
nt r It r ll
m
I ' hn-n w i inEliza Easton, Head of Policy Unit, Creative Industries Policy and Evidence Centre, NESTA
s //
e t
uk/t
I' - s
> . ( C onsultee)
Julia Bennett, Head of Research and Policy Crafts Council. (Consultee)
htt s://www.craftscouncil.or .uk/artists/'ulia-bennett>
Professor David Bell, Professor of Cultural Geography, The Creative Countryside, Leeds University
htt s: n v i ronment.l eds. .
eo r h st ff 1 0 4 r o f essor-d vid-b II>

The term 'post-agricultural' does not mean the end of agriculture as such. Rather it signals the long overdue
re-imagining and investigation of agriculture and rural development policies from new critical cultural, curatorial
and aesthetic perspectives: the re-positioning of agriculture policy within mainstream cultural policy discourse; i.e.
'agriculture sits at the heart of culture'.
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"Policy and practicein the UK rural cultural economy, The Creative

Countryside 2016; Highlights an emerging body of critique of this neglect of
the rural in cultural policy, which is matched by a neglect of the cultural in

rural policy."
Dr David Bell, Professor of Cultural Geography, Leeds University

3. Solving the 'Rural Puzzle'; combining the old and new creative rural economies
Listed under is a brief sampling or scan of some of the various recent reports and documents which
might profile possible research methodologies and useful case studies for measuring the future new
creative rural economies. There are many other international Cl study methodologies out there that
could also be consulted, including the excellent USDA (US Department of Agriculture) and the NEA
(US National Endowment for the Arts) sponsored study of the contribution of the arts, cultural and
design sectors to the US creative rural economy (under). Also listed in Section 4 (4.1 — 4.3) are some
good examples from Australia and Canada, including the pioneering Canadian 'Ontario Creative
Corridor'/Prince Edward County creative rural economy methodologies study. Section 5 provides a
brief historical overview of the development of the creative rural economy and the work of the Rural
Cultural Forum. Section 6 concludes with a short bibliography with some useful web connections.
3.1 Creative Industries Economic Estimates: DCMS Consultation on Proposed Developments'
Response by BOP Consulting to DCMS CI consultation paper, April 2016.
<htt://bo .co.uk/assets/others/BOP Consultin
Res onse to DCMS Creative Industries Economic Estimates consultation - 26 A ril 2016. df>

The development of the concept of the Creative Economy and methodologies for measuring it have
been a step forward in understanding creativity in the UK. Many creative workers work outside the
SIC codes that form the Creative Industries on the DCMS definition of these industries. The purpose
of the concept and methodology of the Creative Economy is to capture the economic impact of this
subset of creative workers. This is a welcome research effort. This raises fundamental questions
about GDP and productivity statistics. In the context of this uncertainty, we would caution against
seeking to over interpret seeming productivity differences between the same kinds of workers in
different sectors. At the same time, we would encourage DCMS and related agencies to grapple with
the questions raised of official statistics by the "productivity puzzle", not least as the explanation for
this puzzle proposed by Varian is involved with the workings of industries that are central to DCMS.
The Australian (Victoria) Government's Creative Economies: Definition report might also useful
document in this context<htt s://e rints. ut.edu.au/8242/1/8242. df>. <htt s://creative.vic. ov.au/
search' ue =rural+econom &collection=meta-web-dcv>
3.2. Measuring the Craft Economy - capturing and understanding the full creative (craft) footprint
DCMS and The Crafts Council. The 2014 report and Council representations to DCMS to have the
Crafts re-introduced as part of the original Classic 13 CI listings: <https://www.craftscouncil.org.uk/
content/files/Measuring the craft economy-v4.pdf<
. In 2013 the Crafts Council commissioned TBR to support a response
to the DCMS consultations on revised definitions for the UK creative industries. This resulted in the
publication of two documents:
1. Defining and measuring craft: Definitions 1998-2012
2. Defining and measuring craft: Proposals for a way forward 2014
Using these reports, the Crafts Council was successful in lobbying for the inclusion of craft within
the DCMS creative industries definitions used to produce their economic estimates. However, not
all of the recommendations in 'Proposals for a way forward' were taken on by DCMS and they
acknowledge in their revised estimates that coverage of craft within the DCMS definition is still
considered to be partial. As a result the report applies the definitions proposed by DCMS and the
additional definitions from 'Proposals for a way forward' (that were not taken forward) to ensure that
the full creative craft economy footprint is captured and full understood. In addition to this the
research also included businesses below the VAT threshold, which are normally excluded from official
statistics.
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The New Boudicas - Britain's rural crafts innovators
Xenia Mosley - the new crafts journeywoman; pioneering the creative rural economy
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Journeyman (noun): An apprentice who moves from one town or rural village to another, gaining an experience of
different workshop skills, learning a trade while developing character, experiencing community life and travelling.

Xenia Moseley: Socially useful rural design
Born to a Russian mother and Welsh father in south London, Moseley trained at Brighton University,
where her thesis was entitled 'Folk Art and Craft of the Russian Empire'. Her projects are rooted in
social engagement; she has worked for a florist, builds websites, carves spoons and spins wool, and is
currently a fellow of the social-innovation programme Year Here, working at an Academy school in
south London. Her work is part of the Vg A's Wish List at LDF. Testing various craftspeople's
willingness to share, I turn up on their doorsteps asking for insight into their practice and survival skills.
So far I' ve visited and studied the skills of a wool-spinner, cobbler, boat builder, basket-weaver, and
upholsterer and made an object that combines and celebrates these crafts, and symbolises an on-going
journey. Its a manifestation of the materials and craft methods encountered, transformed into a useful
object that's also a metaphor of collaboration and learning.

<www.xeniamoseley.co.uk/journeywoman>

ALVN CALLENQER
PHOTOORAPHY
www.aluncallender.com M 07850 678085

The New Boudicas - Britain's rural crafts innovators
Jane Exley The Wooly Rug Company, AmblesideCumbria <www.woollyrug.corn>
'The farmers were burning their wool in the fields ... l just felt that I had to do something to try and
help'

Herdwick sheep are unique to Cumbria

Jane Exley in her rug making studio

h
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The Wooly Rug Co. Ltd - Hand crafted rugs by Jane Exley
Having trained and practiced as an Interior Designer in Edinburgh, Jane returned to her roots in
Cumbria and the area she deeply loves to establish The Woolly Rug Co. Jane developed a new system
of automated rug making using an air powered gun which 'inject-stitches' the wool into the backing
fabric. Stylish floor rugs using locally sourced sheeps wool (Herdwickj are now hand created in her
riverside work-studio located in Ambleside, each made to a unique size, design and colour- way.
Designed for the private individual, architect and designer who appreciates how an interior can be
redrawn using a naturally textured surface. These modern and unique artworks use the highest quality
wools from the local sheep breed the Herdwick and inspired by the colours of the landscape - the
9

At a certain point the price for low grade sheep's wool dropped as low as 1p per kilo. It was costing the farmers more to
shear the sheep (which they must do for animal welfare reasons) and there had been reports in the press of farmers burining
wool in the fields as it was uneconomic to ship it out to the wool processors.
35

3.3.'Mapping Heritage Craft: the Economic Contribution of the Heritage Craft Sector in England'

At about the same time BEIS — The Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (or BIS as it then
was) were responsible for sponsoring the pioneering 'Mapping Heritage Craft: the Economic
Contribution of the Heritage Craft Sectorin England'. Prepared by TBR's Creative & Cultural team,
the research provides evidence on the size, shape and nature of work in the Heritage Craft sector,
which engendered a consistent approach to supporting its workforce in the future. Anecdotal and
isolated evidence, it stated, had led to a lack of awareness of the challenges facing the sector and its
real size and scale. The report's new evidence base showed that over 169,000 people work within it,
using traditional hand skills to provide through programmes such as the new Skills Academy for the
Heritage sector, a new set of Craft Skills Awards, and new work to support apprenticeships in
Heritage Craft.
The research also highlighted, for the first time, the significant economic impact of Heritage Craft,
with the sector as a whole contributing P4.4 billion in gross value added (GVA) to the UK economy.
Which is all the more striking for a set of skills and jobs which are often regarded as hobbyist
occupations or amateur lifestyle choices, and thus considered marginal in the context of the DCMS
professionally driven CI definitions. The report also uncovered major issues for the future of the
sector which needed to be addressed. The sector is also ageing; however, the vast majority of
practitioners indicated that they are not passing on their skills and knowledge to a next generation.
Young people will therefore need entry routes and guidance into the sector if it is to be sustainable.
Creative & Cultural Skills said that it was committed to helping this happen.
3.4 Is there now a need for a national creative and cultural rural skills agency; e.g. CoSIRA II?
The HCA report is a very successful research methodology and partnership (involving BIS/BEIS,
HCA, National Creative and Cultural Skills Academy/Council, and TBR (a private sector consultancy),
that we in the creative rural sector could do well to emulate. It would also enable the creative rural
sector to do more to involve the main rural and agricultural sector training, educational and
apprenticeships schemes: e.g. LANTRA, ADAS, the Agricultural Colleges, NFYFC (National
Federation of Young Farmers Clubs), Soil Association 'WOOFERs' (volunteer workers on organic
farms schemes) scheme, RASE Rural Innovation centres, LEAF, WI (Women's Institute) and national
Rural Youth initiatives.
For example Jane Craigie's extraordinary and successful National Rural Youth Project.
<htt://www.'anecrai ie.com/ ro'ect/rural- outh- ro'ect-2/>.
Which would also suggest the need for a national creative and cultural rural skills agency, or a rural
creative skills research and training agency similar in scope to CoSIRA' the Council for Small
Industries in Rural Areas ht t : / / d i scove .nationalarchives. ov.uk/details/r/C11068014>
Perhaps this is a conversation that the newly established Creative Rural Industries Consortium could
productively pursue later on with the National Creative and Cultural Skills Council?

Organizations, Education Schools etc.

COSIRA
means

Council of Small Industries in

Rural Areas

CoSIRA- was the national council for small industries in rural areas, which specialised in the documentation,
and provision of professional training, educational and advocacy work across wide range of rural crafts, rural
design, rural communications, etc., including support for innovative rural SMEs, rural artisans, and creative rural
individuals. It was disbanded in the mid 1980s. The CoSIRA records are held by the National Archives in Kew.

What happens if the rural doesn't fit the conventional urban models for CI
research? Making the case for a more nuanced and locationally-specific
analysis of the expanding economic capacities of creative rural places.
4. Some international creative rural economy reports and research methodologies
4.1 US Arts Design and Innovation in the Rural Economy. USDA (US Department of Agriculture)
and the NEA (US National Endowment for the Arts) sponsored study of the contribution of the arts,
cultural and design sectors to the US creative rural economy.
Rural Arts, Design, and Innovation in America: Research Findings from the Rural Establishment
Innovation Survey. Published by the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), Washington, DC.,
November 2017. The report is based on 2014 data from the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
Economic Research Service (ERS). The ERS's Rural Establishment Innovation Survey examines the
type and breadth of innovation within rural businesses. The report is important because until now,
arts and economic impact theories have been built and tested only in urban environments.
"Frequently, the data infrastructure for rural arts research projects has proved inadequate for
elementary fact-finding, not to mention for generalizing about rural creative economies as a whole.
Into this climate, the Rural Establishment Innovation Survey bursts as an unprecedented resource."
NEA Director of Research & Analysis Sunil lyengar also said, "We' ve long understood that the arts
and design can beautify a place and attract new residents and businesses. This report is unique in
showing these attributes as closely linked to innovative business practices in rural communities
nationwide." An early report (2006) on the creative rural economy in Vermont is also worth looking at.
4.2 Prince Edward County (PEC) - Canada's first major creative rural economy R&D project
The project was also developed in the context of the 'Ontario Creative Corridor' 2006 - 2018.
< htt
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This began at what appeared to be a critical point in Prince Edward County's (PEC) history (2008), a
largely (non-metropolitan] central Ontario Province county. At around the same time there had been
an explosion of investment in the County as it has emerged as Ontario's newest wine region, as a
tourist centre oflering a unique mix of culinary, artistic, and heritage amenities, and therefore also as a
potential site for a knowledge-intensive creative rural economy. It was agreed that an entirely new Cl
strategies was needed, and properly implemented, to ensure PEC continued to capitalise on its
unique qualities while maximising its cultural capital and creative economic growth. The Canadian
studies also address the impact of both 'seasonal' and 'climate change' on the character and
development of in marginal (urban-rural) creative rural economies. Various reports published since are
listed immediately under, which describe PEC's current situation, highlighting its inherent strengths
and identifying its areas of weakness, while offering some constructive solutions on how to continue to
grow the future Creative Rural Economy in PEC.

>nThe study report (under) prepared by the Queens University is perhaps the most
relevant in term of adopting a PEC-type methodology for measuring innovation in the UK creative rural economy.
0

0

0

0

0

4.3 Australian creative industries research work in remote, regional (tropical) rural locations
(i) 10,000 stampeding cattle can't be wrong! Darwin as 'Creative Tropical City;and CI 'wild zone':
Just how transferable is creative city thinking to remote rural/regional contexts?
The report discusses how urban policy discourses might travel, whether they are transferable to
remoter regional or rural locations, and what is lost in their translation. It draws on recent ARC-Linkage
funded research on Darwin, a tropical-savannah location which the local government wants to
promote as a 'creative city/region' for Australia and SE Asia.
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Farmer Creatives as Rural Innovators
James Rebanks: Twitter's favourite shepherd, and ... the global goes rural

•

•

'Quiet satisfaction': James Rebanks on his farm at Matterdale End in Cumbria.
Photograph: Christopher Thomond for the Guardian

Sheep farming is another form of culture, just like Picasso or 'punk'
But sheep formingisjust another form of culture, no dafter thon anything else, and asinteresting as being
into Picassos or Rembrandts or 2970s punk music. You don't generally laugh at people for beinginterestedin
those things, and to meit' sjust the same. l'm precious aboutit, and seeit as being every bit asintellectually
interesting and culturally significant ...
Shepherds are disappearing from the countryside — but there's one in the Lake District who has 40,000
Twitter followers world-wide and an acclaimed memoir to his name. James Rebanks explains why he' ll
never give up on the life that has sustained his family for 600 years. Rebanks is no ordinary shepherd, even
if that is exactly how he would like people to think of him.
In 2012 he opened a Twitter account with the handle Nherdyshepherd1 — he specialises in Herdwick sheep,
the tough mountain breed synonymous with the Lake District. He now has more than 40,000 followers. The
success of his Twitter feed led to a commission in 2013 to write an article for the Atlantic Monthly. That, in
turn, led to interest from half a dozen publishers in a book; Penguin won the bidding war, and the bookThe Shepherd's Life — is already winning critical plaudits, including the Sunday Times best reading list. It may
well do for sheep what Helen Macdonald did for hawks.
The wider response has surprised him. A photograph of his sheepdog puppies that he posted on the
morning we met registered more than 300,000 views within a couple of hours; his book has been selected
as a Radio 4 book of the week; simultaneous editions are being published in the US and Canada. "What
should be aniche book for a bunch of nutters in the Lake Districtappears to have caught everybody else's
imagination," he says.
Rebank began as consultanct to cultural organisations helping to raise funds and assessing their impact,
which mutated into working in sustainable tourism, principally for Unesco. Tourists visiting developing
countries, he argues, prefer to see unspoiled landscapes and authentic ways of life, so it is in everyone' s
interest to protect the legacy of the past. The consultancy work fits perfectly with his vision of the Lake
District as a working farming community that tourists are welcome to visit if they don't attempt to impose
their own romanticised image on the harsher realities.

(edited from an article by Stephen Moss The Guardian March 2015j
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Artists as farming industry innovators — the new post-pastoralism
Fernando Garcia Dory - Bionic Sheep and world shepherds project; 2004-2017

(left) Bionic Sheep project - a portable, solar-powered, ultra-sound based "Flock Protection System" for sheperds
(right) MUSEUM'S PASTORAL- FEP (2009) seminar and gathering for shepherds and artists
Spanish artist Fernando Garcia Dory has been working with shepherds and farming communities in different
parts of the world to help them develop new economic and cultural enterprises.
<www.fernandogarciadory.info>
The 1stprototype isa device worn round the neck of the sheep leader.Every flock has a female leader whom all
the other sheep follow. When she runs, the device emits an ultrasound in a disturbing but non-lethal frequency
only audible to wolves and other canidae. The 2nd prototype is being planned with electronics engineer Dorian
Moore. This advanced version includes a geopositioning system (GPRS or GPS), and transmits a signal (could be
SMS) which is received by the portable PDA of the shepherd. The system would have an open source licence
(such as the TAPR Noncommercial Hardware License) and any interested person or organization would be free to
reproduce it and improve it.ln collaboration with: Stewart Breck, Research Wildlife Biologist — National Wildlife
Research Center Yellowstone / Eugenio Sillero ISOM 5 Dpto. Ingenieria Electronica - E.T.S.I. de Telecomunicacion
/ Dorian Moore / National Park of Picos de Europa / Laboral Centro de Arte / Libellium.
"People need to hear what we know" MUSEUM S PASTORAL - A gathering for the pastoral shepherds in Spain
Garcia Dory also organised an intervention in a museum encompassing a curatorial project, an editorial project,
an installation artwork and a social process. In this work, the social system and process, the existing federation of
shepherds -a network of affects and co-responsibilities and commitments with a political aim, is like the
substance, the meeting is the state, and the installation is the shape or continent. The museum is also a
continent of the intervention, therefore giving shape for the substance, and being modified by it.
Drew' P~ g
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World Gathering of Nomadic and Trashumant Pastoralists
The Spanish shepherds representatives realised the need of getting together in a stronger organisation. One
shepherd said: "People need now to hear what we know", And another; "We have to be like Greenpeace,
collecting support from a broader scope of the society for us to continue on the job". I decided I would put my
energy and support to create this World Nomadic shepherds network organisation. January 2008 saw the 1st
meeting. In June the official signature of the statutes. From the 5 initial ones there are now 20 grassroot
shepherds associations.

<www.fernandogarciadory.info>
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(ii) Making the case for a more nuanced and locationally-specific analysis of the capacity of places
The discussion references academic literatures on the creative city, and then discussed within the
geographical, demographic and cultural characteristics that make Darwin a challenging and distinct
context for translation of global theories of creative city rejuvenation. It also argues the case for a
more nuanced and locationally-specific analysis of the capacity of places to embrace travelling policy
discourses. It further suggests ways in which creative city research can be refreshed, including
through intersection with literatures on (post)colonial urban politics, and through consideration of
policy initiatives other than those targeted at 'creative industries' city per se. The study concludes by
emphasising that tropical cities in remote regional/rural locations provide particular challenges to
accepted wisdom governing orthodox urban CI cultural policy and creativity-led economic planning.
(iii) The 'Darwin Factor'; what happens when you don't fit the usual urban models for CI policies?
Is the UK creative rural sector currently being held back because of its perceived "outback", or
"wild zone" status; or is it being displaced because of the dominant urban CI policy discourse?
We could perhaps be tempted to compare the problems of the lack of identity and condition of CI
marginality confronting creative rural communities in Britain today, with those of the Australian
'outback'. Principally the Darwin study (Luckman, Lee, et. al: 2007) which acknowledged that Darwin
did not fit the usual models for creative industry policies in the cities. As a tropical-savannah city in
Australia's Northern Territory usually (and officially) designated as 'remote outback', with a
comparatively small, culturally-diverse population distribution. It is heavily reliant on public sector
funding for economic viability, also for its extractive industries and the defence sector. It has poor
public transport and other basic social infrastructures; and unresolved, still conflicted, race relations
(Lea 2005; Bauman 2006). It also holds a particular (romantic?) dis-placement in the Australian
cultural psyche and geopolitical imagination, as simultaneously a strategic military 'outpost' on the
northern frontier, also heavily overlaid with a quintessentially 'outback' Aussie rural hinterland mindset.
(iv) New CI policy "wild zones"; the rural as an 'unwelcome' cultural policy disruptive innovator?
Darwin is also a focal point for (post)colonial struggles over mineral resources and space (Jull 1991;
Povinelli 2001), and yet it still holds a strong grip on the national (Aussie) cultural geographical
imagination, of Darwin as an 'untamed wild zone' (wresting crocodiles - aka. Dundee, etc.) which also
features in tourism marketing campaigns, in tourists' expectations, in literature and art. As exemplified
recently by the epic movie 'Australia', starring Nicole Kidman, with a herd of 10,000 stampeding cattle.
<htt s://www. outube.com/watch?v= medATt5viM>. Further, as the urban Cls and cultural policy
discourses have become "tamed", or prone to orthodoxy, the rural "wild zones", operating outside
policy conventions, could perhaps help challenge and re-energise mainstream CI policy agendas?
(iv) "Fire and Flood"; promoting cultural and economic resilience after major rural disasters.
State and regional Arts Councils of Victoria have produced a number of excellent reports and
projects concerned with the development of rural/regional creative economies, particularly in
promoting rural cultural and economic resilience following on from major natural disasters in rural
areas, as with the recurrent bushfires in rural parts of the state of Victoria. In this context Australian
cultural insights and knowledge about the so-called 'Sacrificial Rural Economies' are also of
considerable value here.
htt s://creative.vic. ov.au/ d a ta/assets/ df file/0015/101373/WG4304-Victorian-Desi n-FINAL-

~rearm
Two other examples from Victoria (The Rural City concept) and in Western Australia (SPACED) are
also worth examining. As the creative rural sector here has had long connections with both projects.
ACRE — Swan Hill, Australia's first rural city. Located in the north of the State is ACRE — Australia's
first creative rural economy pilot project, based in Swan Hill, which we also helped to set up in 2011.
SPACED
Western Australia has been promoting cutting edge contemporary art and supporting local creative
rural economy projects in remote desert and agri-regional areas for well over 15 years.

Dr. Ian Hunter
8th March 2019
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5. A short history of the work of the RCF and Creative Rural Economy R&D initiative
5.1 2002: Early Arts Council (East Midlands) support for the creative rural economy initiative
In November 2002 Laura Dyer, then Chief Executive for the East Midlands Arts Council, was an early
and enthusiastic supporter of the creative rural economy initiative. At the opening of the 'Rural ShiftArts and Rural Regeneration - post FMD Arts and the Rural Recovery' conference in Bakewell
Derbyshire, she stated that; "The creative rural economy ... (isj animportant newinitiative for the arts
council ... East Midlands Artsis very pleased thatit could support the conference..."'. (Appendix 7.6)
5.2 2004: Rural communities excluded from Arts Council's R1 9.5 million 'Urban Cultural Fund'
In 2004 the then Millennium Commission when winding up its operations uncovered a surplus of
F13.5 million in unused Lottery funding. Following discussions with the Arts Council it was decided to
combine this 'surplus' with P6 million from Arts Council Arts Lottery fund reserves to create a special
'Urban Cultural Fund' of P19.5 million. Which was later divided up between 19 cities. (Millennium
Commission report 2005/06, p. 4). htt:
t .
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This also took place at about the same time as our UK rural and farming communities were still
literally reeling (recovering?) from the major disaster of the 2001 Foot and Mouth epidemic. Which,
as the NAO later confirmed, was to cost the nation and the tax payer c. P8 billion in compensation,
lost tourism revenue, and related costs. When we contacted the Arts Council about the 'new' Urban
Cultural Fund to ask whether rural communities and artists in the creative rural sector could also
apply, the Arts Council's senior contact (in the Manchester office) stated that,
..it was not intended
for rural areas". And that "...we should contact DEFRA, as rural matters were their responsibi%'ty".
"

.

5.3 2006: Establishment of the Rural Cultural Forum and creative rural economy R&D initiative
It was this experience that later prompted the establishment of the Rural Cultural Forum (RCF) which,
from 2006 onwards coordinated a major programme of conferences and advocacy, promoting the
creative rural economy, and the need for a supporting cultural investment strategy for rural
communities. These efforts and the RCF's campaigns were extensively documented in several major
published reports: 'A Cultural Strategy for Rural England: Investing in Rural Community Creativity and
Cultural Capital', Feb. 2006,. <htt s://static.a-n.co.uk/w -content/u loads/2013/11/4175531. de;
The 'Creative Rural Communities — proposals for a Rural Biennale report', July 2010; <~htt://
www.ruralculture.or .uk/w -content/u loads/2010/07/RCS web. de 'T he Rural Cultural Strategyindependent study report' March 2012; 'The New Creative Rural Economies' report, Feb 2017.
5.4. Sept. 2006: Arts Council supports first UK Creative Rural Economy conference, Lancaster U.
The conference was commissioned by the Arts Council and funded (c. P50,000 Arts Lottery Award),
and was attended by over 150 delegates from all sectors; arts, farming, rural media, cultural policy,
media, DEFRA, etc. Michael Eakin, then ACE NW CEO, was a strong supporter of the initiative and
stated that it represented, ..an important breakthrough moment for (the arts and rural communitiesj
in NW England", also that the conference had opened up an important new area of arts and cultural
investment which the Arts Council fully supported, and "...need(ed] to stay with" in the future.«
"

.

5.5 2011-12: Coalition Government sets up Rural Cultural Strategy Working Group (RCSWG)
Shortly after the Coalition Government came to power, Ed Vaizey (DCMS Arts Minister) and Richard
Benyon (DEFRA Rural Affairs Minister) made good on their pre-election promises to support the work
of the Rural Cultural Forum and, in particular, its proposals for the implementation of a creative rural
economy R&D initiative. "When elected to power.. we will support the (RCF'sj rural cultural
strategy"~5 The RCSWG was led by senior DCMS and DEFRA officials: Tony Williamson and Barbara
Silberstein, (DEFRA), Stephen Darke (Deputy Head of Art, DCMS), with Richard Russell and Paul
Bristow representing the Arts Council. The RCSWG later requested the publication of an
independent report on the RCF's proposals for a creative rural economy investment strategy.

Laura Dyer, CEO Arts Council England East Midlands; statement at the opening address of the 'Rural Shift - art
and rural regeneration' conference Bakewell Auction Mart, Derbyshire. November 2002.
* 14 Michael Eakin, CEO ACE NW, in his opening address at the launch of the Lancaster University Creative
Rural Economy conference, 10th Sept. 2006. See appendix...
Ed Vaizey MP (then Shadow Arts Minister) speaking at the Creative Rural Economy Strategy APPG meeting,
House of Commons, 10th February 2010

'Flying the Flag' - Rural Innovators
Britain's Country Landowners as rural entrepreneurs; selling Cornish tea to China
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Johnathan Jones is MD, Tregothnan Trading. Voted in top ten influential business leaders of Cornwall
and famous for pioneering and establishing the first home-grown Cornish tea company. Known as the
'business botanist' for his green fingers and experience in both botany and rural business. 'Creating the
right conditions for growth has never been more exciting'.
He believes creative rural businesses can grow as global players and has given numerous media
interviews and lectures on this particular passion. He serves on a number of boards in the UK including
Plimsoll Publishing, the world leader in business intelligence. Awarded the Goodman Cup for
'outstanding contribution to Cornish Horticulture' and multiple prizes for strategy and entrepreneurship.
He is currently training for the Australian downwind windsurfing marathon having been part of the first
team to windsurf the north coast of Brazil in 2014 and is windsurfing from Lands End to the Scilly Isles
for the first time in 2016 for Cancer Research.
Home to the Boscawen family, the Tregothan private estate has persevered in pioneering botanical firsts
since 1334. Inspired by a tradition stretching back generations, Johnathan began supplying England' s
first and only tea in 2005, creating inimitable Britishness. As well as growing English tea and a vast range
of delicious herbal infusions, a diversity of lands also allows us to produce sustainable coppiced charcoal,
Cornish Manuka and wildflower honeys, and our fine and rare Kea plum jam. Beautifully
British flowers from the Tregothnan estate and surrounding lands are cut for our range of hand-tied
seasonal English bouquets. The 'Cornishness' of the ultimate cream tea is also recognised far and wide.

https://tregothnan.co.uk

'Flying the Flag' - Farmer Creatives
The success of the Black Farmer farm foods marketing project
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Cultural diversity is not just an urban experience: rural England is enriched
with a great diversity of cultural traditions, countryside landscapes, local
foods and also the immense untapped resources of all our farmer creatives
and rural community cultural capital.
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'The futureis rural .. bu.t this timeit will be different'
Wilfred Emmanuel-Jones. Born in Jamaica and brought up in inner-city Birmingham,
UK. I have fulfilled my childhood dream to own a small piece of the British ~
countryside, my farm in Oevon. Inspired by this and my love and support of
British farming, I launched The Black Farmer brand. theblackfarmer.corn
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5.6 March 2012: 'The Holden Report' Rural Cultural Strategy Independent Study report
The Independent Study report (March 2012) was presented by Professor John Holden who
concluded that as arts and cultural policy and had been overwhelmingly preoccupied with the
discourse of urbanism and in primarily serving the needs of the urban creative industries and
post-industrial urban regeneration;

"The present situation is considered unfair and disadvantageous to rural communities
with the result that the particular cultural needs, artistic aspirations and creative economic
potentials of rural communities are not being fully addressed or supported."
< htt :
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(Professor John Holden March 1012)

5.7 June 201 3: APPG - All party support for the creative rural economy; EDM House of Commons
Because of what seemed to be a lack of progress in taking forward the creative rural economy
strategy initiative Tim Farron MP, then leader of the Lib.Dem. Party in Coalition, offered to support the
RCF's proposals and try and encourage the Arts Council to expedite full implementation of the
Holden report's recommendations, via an EDM in the House of Commons. The EDM was also
supported by the (later-to-be) Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn, and separately, earlier on, by Ed Vaizey
MP then (Arts Minister), House of Commons EDM 252. 17/06/2013. <h tt s://edm. arliament.uk/
earl -da -motion/45746>. See Section 7.1 for the full text of the EDM.
5.8 March 2014: Arts Council formally rejects the findings of the Holden Independent Study report
'We do not consider that there is a need for rurally specific programmes orinvestment"
The 'Arts Council and Rural Communities living in Rural England' report, March 2014, perhaps
unaware of the House of Commons EDM, rejected outright the Holden report's recommendations:
In our view, .. there is (no] need for rurally specific programmes orinvestment by Arts Council
England.... our (existingj programmes and investment are already bringing significant benefit to rural
areas (evidenced by higher levels of rural than urban participation in the arts, especially), and we think
that our activity and future plans focused on economic and social value have tremendous potential for
rural areas.' (Section 61: page 21). htt s://www.artscouncil.or .uk/sites/default/files/download-file/
Position statement-The Arts Council and communities livin i n r ural En land A ril 14. df>
'

.

5.9 2017- 2018 Several creative rural economy Arts Lottery R&D project bids rejected by ACE
In May 2017 the Arts Council rejected a creative rural sector RCF/Littoral Arts Lottery bid for R22,000
for a two day national creative rural economy research methodologies seminar and exhibition at
Manchester University, mainly on the grounds that it did not have enough Arts Lottery available; i.e.
.. pressures on funding". Later, in August 2018, ACE also rejected what was in effect a sixth bid
attempt for Arts Lottery funding for a creative rural economy and related experimental rural art
museum study centre project (i.e. the Merz Barn project in rural Cumbria, <www.m rz r n . n t > )
"

.

5.10 June 201 8: Rural communities excluded from ACE R20 million 'Cultural Development Fund'
The recent DCMS 'Cultural Development Fund', managed by ACE, also states that it is intended
mainly for "... towns and cities outside of London who want to make the most of culture's contribution
to their local economy." Qu estion 7, on the Arts Council's website,'9 Things You Need to Know
about the Cultural Development Fund' again reinforces this prohibition, stating that as ... "the fund
seeks to.. benefit economically functioning (urban areasj. It's unlikely that applications seeking to
benefit predominantly rural areas will be able to meet the aims of the fund."

5.11 March 2019, Government announces R1.6 billion 'Stronger Towns Fund'
The prime minister said that the C1.6 billion Stronger Towns Fund, would go to the "left behind
towns" that had not "shared the proceeds of growth". F1bn had been allocated already, of which
more than half would go to the north of England, where towns such as Wakefield, Doncaster and
Wigan voted heavily for Brexit. About B322m will go to towns in the Midlands, where the leave vote
in places such as Stoke-on-Trent, Mansfield and Wolverhampton was high. (Guardian, 4/03/2019)

For more information about the various background reports, conferences and discussion
documents relating to the early development of the Creative Rural Economy Initiative
(2002-2012), please go to the main project website: www.ruralculture.org.uk

6. Reconnecting Policy and practice in the UK creative rural economy:
countering neglect of the rural in Cl/cultural policy; neglect of the cultural in
rural policy
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The 'New Creative Rural Economies report' published in January 2017 covered in detail
some of the wider international, research, political, social, economic cultural and
environmental contexts. It also highlighted the four major economic and environmental
'shocks' to the rural and agriculture sectors between 2001 and 2017 (see above), which it
took as the basis for the report's main polemic and critical thrust. Which takes up Professor
David Bell's important key challenges.
The report was mainly written as an interim rural cultural industries/CI reference handbook
and background consultation document for use by senior officials and executives at DCMS,
DEFRA, ACE, CIF and CIC. Which, it was hoped, might have elicited some support for a
wider dialogue about the possibility of CI sector and Arts Council support for the emerging
creative rural economy. Unfortunately, now some two years on, nothing has happened.
Which might suggest that the RSN (Rural Service Network)~ and the Rural England CIC
reports (under) also hold true in the case of the (so-far mainly urban-oriented) CI sector:
"Rural communities are not a focus of Government decision-making and are frequently
overlooked in a policy environment dominated by urban thinking and by urban policy
concerns. Change is needed to overcome years of underinvestment and public sector
austerity and issues with the rural policy framework." (RSN report )
"Residents of rural England are being cut off from building businesses, accessing
digital services and going about their daily lives thanks to inadequate phone signal
and 4G connections, rapidly declining transport networks and 'contracting' public
sector services, according to the latest State of Rural Services report launched today
in Parliament, which highlights the growing challenges facing those living outside of
cities or major towns and warns that they are consistently losing out." (Rural England)
Sir Peter Bazalgette's conclusions (Independent Review Sept. 2017, p.7), which we feel
could apply equally well to the creative rural sector, clearly states that the future of the UK's
Creative Industries, and our future prosperity as a nation, will also require that we:
Provide a more consistent national spread of Creative Industries (GVA and jobs):
narrowing the gap between the South-East of England and the rest of the UK.
Ensure the Creative Industries are more representative of UK society: attractive and

accessible to a diverse range of people.

" 'lt's Time for a Rural Strategy'. RSN report, 6th Feb. 2019.

Curating creative rural economies: rural biennales, countryside capitals of culture;
role of experimental rural art spaces, art farms, National Parks, farming & rural museums.
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1. Agriculture Museums, Farm Attractions, museum networks for rural economic resilience
Important in the proposed investment and support programmes for the New Creative Rural
Economies are also those of museums, galleries, independent curators, and pioneer arts
development agencies located and/or active in rural areas. Including institutions which
function as vital new urban-rural cultural interfaces, e.g. MERL the National Museum of Rural
Life, Yorkshire Museum of Farming, etc. promoting wider public awareness of the connections
between sustainable food, farming, culture and the environment and economic resilience. As
with the the Cornwall/SW Museum's excellent Rural Proofing Resilience Programme.
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2. The economies of experimental and high-end contemporary arts projects in rural areas
(I-r) Durslade Farm Somerset, Wysing Arts Cambs., CAST Cornwall, Grizedale Arts Cumbria
Of particular interest is the pioneering work of high-end contemporary art projects based in
converted farms (Art Farms), former rural institutions, and in remote rural locations. This is a
also a major future CRE research area in its own right. In addition to bringing in cutting
edge contemporary art to remote or marginal rural areas, they have been working with local
communities, rural schools and rural SMEs, to pioneer new creative rural economy, crafts
and culture-led sustainable rural tourism initiatives. In brief they are becoming increasingly
important R&D catalytic agencies for rural innovation and the creative economy generally.
3. Rural Touring, Rural Arts Development agencies, and Place based Arts programmes
Of equal importance, in this context, is the work of various rural arts and arts-led rural
development agencies. These include the Arts Development Association, Devon, Devoran
Arts Aberdeenshire, the National Rural Touring Forum, Rural Arts N. Yorkshire. Also the
various 'Great Places' schemes, including the Trust Art programme with the National Trust,
the Canals and Rivers Trust, and the Lake District National Park World Heritage Culture
programmes. AII of which have either been initiated and/or supported by the Arts Council.
4. Curating Rural Constellations of Creativity; Rural Art Biennales - art and sustainability
What could perhaps to help connect up and formalise the growing creative economic
contributions of these constellations of rural museum/arts gallery/curated genres, would be
the imaginative allocation of some Arts Lottery funding support for a ten year programme of
experimental Rural Biennales and/or Countryside Capital of Culture programmes.

Researching the Creative Rural Economy; recent UK, US and international developments
New creative spaces connecting governments, businesses, communities, thinkers and individuals
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The "New Rural Creative Economies" conference seems a highly opportune time to reflect on
research, planning, research, planning, and policy mechanisms that can bring to light the often
invisible assets represented by arts and cultural amenities. It's also worth noting that our
agency has partnered before with the Arts and Humanities Research Council — on exploring
common elements for measuring cultural participation — andso the conference could advance
further dialogue between U.S. and UK cultural providers and researchers.
Sunil lyengar Director, Office of Research & Analysis, NEA, Washington

One of the outcomes hoped for from the proposed Tate Britain conference is for the
establishment of a UK Creative Rural Economy research forum or network

US Government, Washington DC reports on the expanding US creative rural economy
The National Endowment for the Arts, in partnership with the economics research staff of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), has analysed several variables contributing to designfriendly and innovative businesses. In rural counties, one striking factor is the presence of
performing arts centres, which is positively associated with these outcomes. Similarly, the Arts
Endowment has worked with the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) to compute the arts'
value added to GDP in states that are substantially rural. In early 2019, the Arts Endowment
and the National Governors Association, will publish a report on rural creative economies.
The creative rural economies team have been in contact with senior officials at DCMS, DEFRA,
ACE, BEIS, NESTA, Creative England, CIC, CIF, AHRC, UKRI, etc., to keep informed about the
research opportunities and challenges now emerging in the creative rural sector. The proposed
Tate Britain conference in June is also designed as an opportunity for interested government
Depts., academics and independent research/policy sector agencies to meet with other US,
UK and EU colleagues, who also have an interest in promoting future creative rural economy
research work. (see under). This would also be an important opportunity for some of the UK
rural community, countryside, farming, rural culture and agricultural industry sector leaders to
meet with colleagues (future collaborators?), including academic experts and consultants
active in the Cls, e.g. INNOVATE UK, NESTA, Creative England, AHRC, WRAP, Crafts, Fashion
Council, Design Council, RIBA, and UKRI, to explore possible future collaborative research.
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NESTA The Creative Industries Policy and Evidence Centre (PEC)
Supports the growth of the UK's creative industries through the production of independent and
authoritative evidence and policy advice. Funded by the Arts 8 Humanities Research Council as part
of the UK Government's Industrial Strategy, the Centre comprises of a consortium of UK universities.
AHRC The Cultures, Behaviours and Histories of Agriculture, Food, and Nutrition UKRI GCRF The
The Programme seeks to support researchers, across a range of career stages, to work
collaboratively across cultural and international boundaries, to blend scientific, cultural and policy
research, to develop contextually-informed and community engaged research approaches and to
build bridges with food systems agriculture development policy and practice.
WRAP is a catalyst for positive economic and environmental action. Works uniquely, and by design,
in the space between governments, businesses, communities, thinkers and individuals — forging
powerful partnerships and delivering ground-breaking initiatives to support more sustainable
economies and society. We are world leaders in establishing the facts, getting the right people
working together, then converting ideas into action and delivery on the ground. It also has an
agriculture and rural communities investments programme in place.

"We can't really keep on going like this... can we?"
Fashion and Farming: Costing the Earth?
UK fashion industry bigger source of carbon emissions than aviation and shipping
"Fashion shouldn't cost the earth. But the way we design, make and discard clothes has a huge
environmental impact. Producing clothes requires toxic chemicals and produces climate-changing
emissions. Every time we put on a wash, thousands of plastic fibres wash down the drain and into the
oceans. We don't know where or how to recycle end of life clothing. Our inquiry will look at how the
fashion industry can remodel itself to be both thriving and sustainable."
Mary Creagh MP, Chair of the Environmental Audit Committee. 19th Feb. 2019

British farmers say that they 'harvest the sun' ..and via the land and nature they then cultivate
protein, food, energy, fibres, etc. Most of which when processed goes to benefit the cities,
urban dwellers, via the fashion and textile manufacturers, designers, retailers, and so on into
the national economy. Yet agriculture, along with the Fashion and Textile industries has
come to be regarded, fairly or unfairly, by the general public as being among the worst
offenders in relation to environment degradation, and global warming. Including its role as a
major source of water pollution, over-intensive use of chemicals and plastics, and with the
production of critical greenhouse conditions, e.g. carbon, nitrates and methane emissions.'
Agriculture - climate change; sector must curb its methane and ammonia emissions
The EU needs to reduce its greenhouse-gas emissions from agriculture and adapt its food
and fibre production systems to cope with climate change. Faced with growing global
demand and competition for resources, the EU's food and fibre production and
consumption need to be seen in a broader context, linking agriculture, energy, culture and
food security. (EU EA 2015). Agriculture is responsible for 10% of the UK's greenhouse
gases mainly through methane and nitrous oxide emission and 83% of its ammonia
emissions again from livestock emissions. Public water supply and river waterways pollution
by agriculture is another major area of growing public concern.
New agri-fashion industry partnerships for sustainable clothing, textiles ..and the planet?
This section of report could have expanded on the wide range of creative links now
connecting the farming sector and the fashion design and textiles industries. Which is a
major part of the growing creative rural economy, ranging from the international marketing
success of countryside fashion (Barbour, Driza-bone, Hunter, Burberry, Harris Tweed, Irish
Linens, Country Attire, Out of the City, Stone Island, etc.) to the cultivation of sustainable
natural fibres; wool, flax/linen, cottons, and hemp for high-end fashion design applications.
These we wil) be
upon in more detail later and at the Tate Britain conference.

reporting

Farming and Fashion: exploring new Fibre Economies/Ecologies research interfaces'?
However Ilvhat we mainly wish to suggest here, as a possible future research project in the
context of the New Creative Rural Economies R8 D programme, is an strategic alliance
between the Farming and Fashion industries to tackle these issues; pioneering the new
Economies of sustainability - NEoS. Such creative possibilities and methodologies already
exist; e.g. a Fashion and Farming Ecologies research project, or a Farming WRAP style
project, which have partly been inspired by Kate Fletcher's excellent Fashion Ecologies work.
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"Our preoccupation with the city alone is highly irresponsible ... the
countryside is now more volatile than the most accelerated city."
Advent of the Hyper-Rural: architects anticipate the new post-agricultural rural design
The end of urbanism and the rise of the Hyper-Rural? Leading architect Rem Koolhaas
issues a radical challenge to the international architecture and design community.
/

e

/c

> (Rem Koolhaas, RIBA Lecture, London, Nov. 2012)

The countryside is noru the frontliine of transformation. A
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The hyper-homogenisation and rationalisation of agricultural and food production systems that uses low-energy
magenta LED lamps in its greenhouses (left), will be part of Rem Koolhaas's "Countryside: Future of the World,"
exhibition Guggenheim in 2019; US desert farm irrigation; (right) mega 20 acre cattle feed-lots in the Mid-West.

The conference proposes three main challenges for the UK architecture and design community;
1. What Koolhaas is suggesting is that architects, designers and artists should now consider
switching their attention from the city and the dominant design and cultural discourses of
urbanism, to develop new critical practices, curatorial strategies and cultural/Cl policy initiatives,
which might address some the more compelling new intellectual, aesthetic, social, ethical and
economic challenges now manifesting themselves in the countryside, rural communities and
agriculture.
2. Given that architects, from the 1970s onwards, also played a major critical role in developing
the new post-industrial urban era economic re-generation policies, and related creative industries
and urbanist theoretical and aesthetic discourses. It is hoped that they might also take an interest
in the formulation of the radical new design, aesthetic, and theoretical discourses needed to
address the challenging new post-agricultural rural settlements, economies, landscape, and
cultural formations
3. DCMS and the Creative Industries Council have noted the impressive creative economic
capacity of the Architecture Sector as one of Britain's major international and UK CI success
stories. Citing this precedent, if the UK Architecture community were, for example, to devote just
10% of its current practice activity and research capacities to investigation of some of these new
post-agricultural rural, countryside and agricultural challenges. It would probably make all the
difference in terms of assisting the UK creative rural sector reach its proposed target of R4 billion
p.a. by 2024.
The the UK (urban) Architecture sector's impressive creative economic capacity (DCSM/CIC)
The architecture sector produced R4.33bn of Gross Value Added in 2014, a rise of 16.4% from 2013
(P3.72bn). Between 2008 and 2013, architecture's GVA increased by an average of 0.2 per cent

per year.

The digital creative rural economy; 'Future Farms', 5G and RIOT - rural internet of things
The 5G Rural Integrated Testbed (5GRIT) is a partnership of SMEs and Universities building a 5G
testbed which will develop and test innovative solutions for rural areas.

FUTURE
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lts intention is to design and test new services — previously not though possible due to poor internet
connections. 5GRIT is a New Creative Rural Economies partner.

5© p'tI'
The 5GRIT project is one of six projects chosen to represent the best of UK innovation, resources and
expertise. The six chosen projects were announced by the Department for Digital, Culture, Media &
Sports (DCMS) on the 1st Anniversary of its Digital Strategy, as part of the government's C1 billion
commitment to keep Britain at the forefront of connectivity by accelerating the deployment of next
generation digital infrastructure and driving forward new 5G business opportunities.
From the Orkney Islands to the West of England, the six projects led by small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs), universities and local authorities represent the best of UK innovation, resources
and expertise. They will test 5G across a range of applications, including smart farming with drones,
using the 'Internet of Things' (loT) to improve healthcare in the home, increasing manufacturing
productivity and maximising the future benefits of self-driving cars. The creative rural economy
potential of 5G is also being explored by 5GRIT and the Ludgate Hub project in Skibbereen Ireland.
Examples include:
" Giving farmers improve decision making by capturing data from low cost sensors and drones.
* Improving interpretation and discovery for tourists using Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality.
" The ability to slice spectrum will open the door for new wireless networks, breaking the current
paradigm where big mobile operators saturate urban areas and barely cover the rural areas.
* RIOT - the rural internet of things is still in its infancy; promises a revolution in the countryside and
many new social, economic, environmental and economic benefits.
A more detailed survey and analysis of the digital creative rural economy can be found on page
126 onwards, in the Creative Rural Industries Handbook (Vol 2. Appendices) Feb 2017 available
as a download: www.ruralculture.org.uk
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Designing the new rural: advanced design applications; agri-tech, food and bio-economy
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Advanced Agri-Design: Designing future agriculture, rural economy, land and food systems.
Designers will have a major role to play with the design of future new agricultural machinery' including
agri-bots, precision agriculture, agri-drones and design-led transformation of agri-tech and food
production systems.
UKRI - announce R90 million fund to transform UK agriculture and food production systems.
Could there be an opportunity here for the design and cultural sectors to make a contribution'?
A major government challenge to industry and research is to transform how we produce food to feed
the expanding global population. It is predicted that 60 percent more food will be needed worldwide
by 2050 to feed the increasing global population. To do this, we need to be able to design new
systems that can produce resilient and sustainable food more efficiently. This will reduce emissions
and pollution, minimise waste and improve soil. The UK is home to research and industries at the
forefront of understanding crops and livestock. We are already a global leader in environmental
management and earth observation, sensors, big data, artificial intelligence and robotics. By funding
research and innovation projects that build on our strengths, we can transform the precision
agricultural sector and meet the challenge. It could also help create high-value jobs in both the
design and creative rural industries sectors, as well as also boosting export opportunities.
htt s://www.wired.co.uk/article/farmin -robots-small-robot-com an -tractors
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More burning issues - FIRE AND FLOOD?

The FMD VIRUS - resulted in an 6'8 billion loss to the national economy in 2001

HOW IT ALL BEGAN: ... the project is still active 15 years later.
'A Saving from Waste' - the origins of the new creative rural economies initiative
Following the devastating FMD (Foot and Mouth) farm animal epidemic of 2001, which the
ONS — Office of National Statistics estimated cost the nation over P8 billion in terms of farm
compensation, lost tourism revenue, the incineration of several 100s of thousands
slaughtered farm animals, and other major losses and waste accrued to the public purse,
the Government introduced a radical restructuring of agriculture and rural development
policy. Led by (then) Sir Donald Curry the inquiry resulted in the publication of 'Farming and
Food; A Sustainable Future', Dec. 2002. The report also called for major national cross
sectoral response in support.
Having earlier undertaken two pioneering experimental rural arts projects for the Arts
Council; ArtBarns: After Kurt Schwitters 1999, a social inclusion arts project in support of
marginal uplands and hill farming communities in Lancashire, and The Cultural Documents
of FMD — a major Arts Lottery funded cultural documentation project of the 2001 FMD
outbreak, the Arts Council's Head of Arts Policy Pauline Tambling, asked the Littoral Arts to
undertake a series of regional new rural arts scoping studies. This, it was explained, was to
explore the possibility of formulating a new ACE-led national rural arts and cultural strategy,
one that might also help to complement and support the Government's New Rural Strategy.
These studies, and the associated conferences 2002 — 2004, resulted in the publication of
the New Rural Arts Report — Investing in Rural Creativity, Arts Council England May 2004.
<htt s://static.a-n.co.uk/w -content/u loads/2013/11/4175577. df> Th e three main
recommendations from the 2004 report were: (i) that the establishment of a national rural
cultural strategy or investment framework was urgently required; (ii) combined with a five
year national creative rural economy investment programme; and (iii) underpinned with a
national grass roots rural community cultural and creative rural sector democratic mandate.
A national rural community mandate for this new area of work was agreed unanimously at
the Tate Britain Rural Cultural Summit in May 2006, and a supporting creative rural
economy initiative was launched later at the Lancaster University conference Sept. 2006.
Connected to the latter was also the concept of 'Saving from Waste', and the possibility of
coordinating strategic cultural sector interventions in support of future Government
Pandemics preparedness programmes; i.e. Culture and Pandemics. Details of which were
were circulated in various reports to the Arts Council, DCMS and DEFRA (2010 - 2018).

g
Burning 100s of thousands of FMD-infected cattle in the fields, Cumbria May 2001
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COULD IT EVER HAPPEN AGAIN?
Climate Change, Flooding and Pandemics pose greatest risks to public health.
On Sunday 24th June 2018, at the opening of Influenza 201 8: Centenary of the 191 8
Pandemic conference at the Francis Crick Institute, London Sally Davies, then Chief
Medical Officer for England, in her keynote presentation 'Then and Now', stated that
Climate Change and Pandemics currently posed the greatest risks to public health. That a
global outbreak of an influenza virus was likely within the next five years. Consequently
pandemics had risen to the top of the Government's COBRA — National Risk Register list.
The National Risk Register (NRR) provides an overview of the main types of civil
emergencies that could affect the UK in the next 5 years. Referencing pandemics and
climate change and the environmental effects that impact on public health; more frequent
and severe extreme weather events, such as heatwaves and floods; changing patterns of air
pollution; and changing patterns of diseases caused by microorganisms. Including
infections which have appeared in the population for the first time, or that may have existed
previously but are now rapidly increasing in incidence, virulence or geographic range.
Examples include Ebola, Zika virus, Avian Flu, SARS, tuberculosis, and Pandemic influenza.
In this context, and given its extensive experience - initially funded and encouraged by the
Arts Council's head office London - documenting the major 2001 FMD farm epidemic
outbreak, the Trust and the creative rural sector are hoping that the 'Saving from Waste'
proposition might yet finally get taken up by the Arts Council. Perhaps as part of a wider
strategic dialogue with DCMS and DEFRA, and proposed as a new critical genre of
experimental arts practice and cultural policy interfaces; connecting up key policy
discourses in public health, veterinary, culture, CI and rural economy, etc. Leading
eventually to the formalisation of a new arts and cultural strategy; 'Culture and Pandemics'
that perhaps might offer a more effective response next time, and in supporting any future
UK government pandemics preparedness and amelioration programmes.
To have such a strategic cultural response programme in place by 2021 would certainly be a
great accomplishment. It would also be an affirmation of how seriously the profession arts
sector (urban and rural) now takes its new post-urban social, economic and environmental
responsibilities; i.e. a cultural strategy for NEoS — the new economies of sustainability.
The aftermath of Storm Desmond, Cumbria 2016
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It would be unthinkable that the public funded and private sector
institutions set up to promote creativity, new art, and the creative
industries, etc., might wish toignore, or even suppress, the
disruptive innovation, creative risk taking, and entrepreneurial spirit
that are characteristic of the new creative rural economies

7. Appendicies
7.1 Support in Parliament for the Creative Rural Economy proposal,
EDM 252 June 2013.
7.2 Letters and offers of support for the national creative rural economy initiative
from the Leader of the Commons, Rt. Hon. Andrea Leadsom, and former
DCMS Arts Minister Ed Vaizey. 2016.
7.3 How could a Rural Cultural Development — creative rural economy initiative
- be funded?
7.4 Achieving a democratic rural cultural mandate; rural community support for
the creative rural economy; the first Tate Britain Rural Cultural Summit
Conference, May 2006.
7.5 International Creative Rural Economy conference programme, Lancaster
University Sept. 2006, Commissioned and funded by Arts Council England
and LEADER/RDPE.
7.6. Rural Shift - Arts Council England Midland's strong support for the first
creative rural economy exploratory conference, Bakewell Derbyshire,
November 2002.
7.7. Now officially an Arts Council England success story: four years later full ACE
endorsement for the Littoral Arts Trust's major international Creative Rural
Economy conference, Lancaster University, Sept. 2006
7.8. The Creative Rural Economy — a 14 year Arts Council England strategic
Arts Lottery investment programme success?. Supportive commentaries
by senior ACE executives and Sir Nicholas Scrota; 2002-2016
Arts Council England have invested c.P 600,000 in Arts Lottery funds for the
early development of the creative rural economy and Merz Barn, a pioneer
rural art museum Cumbria initiatives, 2002-2016.
7.9. Proposed* 'Rural Innovation - the New Creature Rural Economies'
Tate Britain conference (25/26 June 2019) flyer and a draft programme
A more up to date programme details will be available on the conference
website <www.ruralculture.org.uk> in March.
*The conference is also reliant on Arts Council Funding.
7.10. Letter to John Newbigin — UK Creative Industries Council.

7.1 Support in Parliament for the Creative Rural Economy proposal,
EDM 252 June 2013.
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House ofCommons Early Day Motion 252
R URAL C U L T U R A L S T R A T E G Y
Session: 2013-14
Date tabled:

17 t h J une 2013

Primary sponsor: Farron, Tim
Sponsors:

Me a l e, Alan; C a t o n, Martin; H a n c ock M; C o r b y n, Jeremy; W i l l i ams, Mark

That this House recognises the need for a Government-led rural cultural strategy (RCS), to be
delivered in conjunction with the Rural Cultural Forum; notes that rural communities are being
denied their cultural voice at present due to the significant disadvantages they face compared to
urban areas in terms of access to arts funding; highlights the perception that too great an emphasis
is being placed on serving the needs of the urban creative industries by the arts establishment, as
identified in the Independent Study Report compiled by John Holden and endorsed by the Rural
Cultural Strategy Working Group; considers that these barriers could be overcome by the
introduction of a dedicated rural cultural funding strategy which would redress the current
imbalance and ensure rural cultural initiatives receive adequate attention and support from
decision-makers in the arts world; further notes that a strategic approach to diversifying rural
culture of this nature would have positive benefits economically in terms of attracting young people
towards rural areas and thereby jobs and services; and calls on the Government to make the
implementation of a RCS a reality as soon as possible.
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7.2 Letters and offers of support for the national creative rural economy initiative
from the Leader of the Commons, Rt. Hon. Andrea Leadsom, and former DCMS
Arts Minister Ed Vaizey
thv rtt Hen Andrss Ceadsom SIP
Fram Su Secmtary ai Sisia

Mount Haute

17Smah Squaw
Landon Stryt P3Jlt

7 a3459 335577
defra helptvrs@dsaeasldtrv.uk
.iwv acv vkdatra

Our ref: Pocaggt 57JP

Iyr lian Hurtler
TheMere Barn
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Cumbria
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Tttank yau krr your leadersof 2 August to ms and Gare Manarty about the UK's creative
rumt economy. Thankyou alto for your cangratutakans on my appokttment

We nawhave an histadc opportunity to harness the enormouseconomicpatenUat of our
nasl communlges, Thecreative sector hsa s signigcent conldbugan to make. I therefore
wetmmn tarravrm hy the nrvvnr arvurm irtentiry waysin which it can stimulate gtls.

As you finn upyour plarwfor the semkwr„please keep my a%cials infarnWd. Tlw wkrvant
Deputy Director ls Andrew Rabinsan (Andrew.rotdmron
©defns.gtv.gav.uk), We wai
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I haqe that As reply is helpful.
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"We support the RCF's proposals for a creative rural economy investment programme"
Arts Minister Ed Vaizey affirms his support in Parliament for the Creative Rural Economy Initiative

7.3 How could a Rural Cultural Development - creative rural economy initiativebe funded?

6700 Million pa
A simple Arts Lottery funding distribution formula that could be
applied to rural areas, as used by the Arts Council itself, is to work
out the ratios by head of population; urban - rural. This would then
give rural areas access to almost 18% of the current Arts Council
funding pot, that is the combined GiA and Arts Lottery fund which
averages E700 million pa. (Column A). Which would allow some of
the c. E126 million p.a. (Column B) to be allocated for the creative
rural sector and, specifically, support for the New Creative Rural
Economies R&D initiative. Currently they have received almost
'zero' Arts Lottery funding support for rural CI-related R&D projects.

gALTlt',
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Overall conclusions
As 17.6 per cent of the population of England
lives in rural areas, it would seem fair and
reasonable for public investment by the Arts
Council, or the reach of the Arts Council's funded
work, to be distributed in similar proportions.
(p. 17 Arts Council's rural evidence and data review report,
March 2015)
A The Arts Council receives roughly R700 million p.a. partly from
Government (GiA) and partly from the National Lottery as Arts
Lottery funding. Which it gives out in arts project grants, NPO
awards salaries and to support supplementary special funding
streams; e.g. the Industrial Strategy CI sector Cultural
Development Fund. Most of which has been urban in
destination for many years.
8 Taking the percentage of population in rural areas as at 17.6%
(DEFRA) this gives an approximate estimate of c.E126 million
p.a. that could become available for rural areas for arts
directed community rural regeneration, rural cultural strategy,
and creative rural economy investment programmes.
C The report argues, given the quite generous Arts Lottery
funding awarded the major urban projects listed in Column A,
etc., that less than 1% of its annual available funding, i.e. E5
million p.a. could easily be allocated for a dedicated Rural
Cultural Development Fund and to support the development of
a national, three year pilot creative rural economy programme.
Which could also return c. L'4 billion+ p.a. by 2025.

6 I 26 Million pa

65 Million pa
New Economies of Sustainability; time for a future arts and cultural policy radical rethink'F
The Arts Council argues that it is already investing c.R140 million p.a. for rural areas. This mainly focuses on arts
audiences development, touring, education and public engagement, including funding for larger institutional NPOs
with rural post-codes, (e.g. Glyndebourne, Royal Shakespearean Company, Snape Maltings, Libraries, Museums, arts
centres based in rural areas). However, what is being proposed here is an opportunity for a much more radical arts and
culture policy initiative, which would be the rural equivalent of the ACE's major culture-led urban regeneration initiatives.
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7.4 Achieving a democratic rural cultural mandate; rural community support
for the creative rural economy; the first Tate Britain Rural Cultural Summit
Conference, May 2006.
"The countrysideis ever present as a powerful creative and radicalforce
in British art ... rural communities deserve (to have] a cultural voice."

Art and Agriculture: (left) Stephen Deuchar, Director Tate Britain with Dr Stuart Burgess, the Government's RuralAdvocate, at the Rural
Cultural Summit (centre); A national rural cultural treasure? George Stubbs, the Reapers, 17BB, Tate Britain; Flatford Mill on the Stour.
(National Gallery) (rt.) The Haywain - updated for the 21st century? Agenes Denes,'Wheatfield- a confrontation', New York, 19B2.

In this section we outline how the Littoral Arts Trust and the RCF set about achieving a rural community mandate
for its proposals for a rural cultural strategy. Central to this was the Rural Cultural Summit at Tate Britain in May
2006. The main aims of the summit were to promote: (1) new arts lottery and cultural investment for rural
communities and rural economic regeneration initiatives; (2) the creative rural economy and recognition by (urban
policy makers) of the extraordinary wealth and diversity of creative rural communities and cultures; (3) cultural
entitlement and equity in terms of allocation of future arts and cultural funding for rural communities and artists
working in rural areas; and (4) the establishment of a rural cultural forum capable of speaking for rural
communities on arts and cultural policy. Over 100 people attended the conference, including leaders from
farming and rural NGOs, Government agencies, media and other rural arts and cultural organisations. Please see
Appendix III
Tate Britain recognition for rural art and cultural traditions; art and agriculture as a new art genre
Stephen Deuchar, Director Tate Britain, said that the event was an important occasion at which to explore the
many ways in which the arts can not only thrive outside their traditional urban contexts, but can be an energising
force in the regeneration of Britain's rural communities and the countryside.
"The countryside is ever present as powerful creative and radical force in British art ... (e.g. The Tolpuddle
Martyrs) as such rural communities deserve to have a cultural voice. The Tate a/so has an obligation to
well as the artists, who from Constable and Palmer onwards, continue to be inspired intellectually,
politically, and aesthically by the changes happening in our countryside. We must continue to pay
attention to this powerful and abiding part of our national story and cultural identity
Stephen Deuchar, Director Tate Britain (23/OS/2006)

Curating the rural; proposals for a future Tate exhibition and Biennale of art and agriculture
Alongside this the RCF began looking at some of the major cultural manifestations and tactics employed by the
cities, the urban cultural sector and local authorities, to direct major Arts Lottery funding in support of urban
regeneration and urban Cls - creative industries. High on the list were the civic Biennales of contemporary art, and
the UK City of Culture programme. Why, therefore, could creative rural communities not also have access to Arts
Lottery for a Rural Biennale? Similarly Tate have a remit to address major new critical shifts and aesthetic
challenges that might arise in British art and culture.
The Tate Britain 'Rural Cultural Summit' conference was generously founded by Arts Council England and DEFRA/
RDPE/LEADER.

1 Stephen Deuchar, Director Tate Britain, from his opening speech at the Rural Cultural Summit, 23rd May 2006
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Inaugural Rural Cultural Forum - supporters and associate members
Listed under are some of the rural organisations and NGOs who had expressed an interest in becoming full
members, or wished to attend as associated members, of the Rural Cultural Forum (RCF), 2006/7. Many of those
listed under (NFU, CPRE, WIRE, ACRE, Plunkett Foundation, etc.) have recently indicated their interest in attending
the proposed 'Growing the UK Creative Rural economy' seminar in early 2017 (Section 8). The statements under
are by two rural advocacy agencies with major constituencies and political clout.
The RCF should lobby for a fairer rural share of arts lottery funding, and show how to use creative rural
diversification opportunities to create newjobs. It could also use the arts to promote new tourism, food
marketing, craft projects, etc. Above all the RCF had the power to get the (urbanj media and policy makers
interested in what was happening to our countryside and the people who lived and worked there. The CLA fully
endorses the aims of the rural cultural strategy.
Henry Aubrey Fletcher CEO CLA, (County and Landowners Business Association), 23/05/2006
... the set(ting j up of the Rural Cultural Forum, is a fundamental step towards adoption of a much needed cultural
strategy for Rural England. The countrysideis notjust a romanticissue ... it's about economics and underpinning
the nation's tourismindustry too. We have to see the countryside as equivalentin economicimportance to the
cities: Hatfield Forestis asimportant to the nation's culture as Blenheim Palace ... a small hedged field full of
cowslips is as important to our cultural identity as Tower Bridge.
Tony Oliver Policy Director CPRE (Campaign for Preservation of Rural England) 23/5/2006
Action for Community Councils in Rural England (ACRE)
Arthur Rank Centre - (ARC)
Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (CPRE)
Country Landowners and Business Association (CLA)
The UK Dairy Council
Small and Family Farmers Association (SFFA)
Farming and Countryside Education (FACE)
Hil I F a rming Initiative (HF I)
Institute of Rural Health/Rural Health Forum (IRH)
Kala Sangam (Bradford based South Asian Arts group with strong rural links)
LEADER+ UK Network
LEAF Linking Farming and Environment network
LivestockFoundation
National Association of Local Government Arts Officers (NALGAO)
National Farmers Union (NFU)
National Federation of Young Farmers Clubs (NFYFC )
Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution (RABI)
Royal Agricultural Society of England (RASE)
Rural Media Company, Hereford
RuralNet
Rural Youth Forum
Rural Stress Information Network (RSIN)
Tenant Farmers Association (TFA)
The Soil Association
Women in Rural Enterprise (WIRE)
Women Food and Farming Union (WFU)
Observers:
Arts Council England
DCMS
DEFRA
Commission for Rural Communities
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7.5 International Creative Rural Economy conference programme, Lancaster University
Sept.2006, Commissioned and funded by Arts Council England and LEADER/RDPE.
Mappinq Ihe new rvral arts.and creative rural indvstries

Conlaranco location and Lancastar University campus map

lt wig profile the sk
anifkant contribution already bektg macleto the rura'I eccmomy by a/Usta,

0 o to: h ttp J/www.lanes.
ac.uk/trave I/maps. IIIrn c htip J/www. lanes. ac,vk/u ay vI/m ups.hun >

designers,craftspeople, architects, media workersand other creative Ipmfassionais working and
fiving in rural areas.A case will be made for new cukural and arts investment 'e nlraI community

dave(opmant, and tha unlockingof the cukwal capital and entrepreneurial creativity embedded
v

in rural communitics everywhere. The cultcval and entrepreneurial contribution made to tho

M

rural economyIby rural women, elders, and young people will also be highlighted, including
g hfdf groups and traveller communities and migrantworkers, who arealso an i mportant par
t
of the cultural anderonomic life of rural England.
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Some recent comments in support of the confr rent or

'Congratulations. what you are doing is important and exciting ... we wish yov groat svccess
In your radical rethink of the Creative Rural Economyh
(Kchard 1Ionda, aurhor of lne K se ci ihe Cresi L

I asf. MmW Cfear vaClsss Org: 'Ighr aurhorshlml i

'It is clea~ that the future economic prosperity and wellbeing of 'bothour rural and urbani
communities b dependent on our ability to nurture andharnessthe creative skills of those who

CREATIYE

RURAL
ECONOMY
+ Conference 10 - 13 September 2006

Iwe there; Given the particular challenges being rural areas, the need for dialogue is all the

University oi Lancaster

greater. I amsvre the conference will provide an opportunity for j ustsvch discussion and look

The arts and rural iregeneration:

mapping the new creative rural
industries

LEADER + investment in creative rural

communities. an arts and cu(tura(
response to ROPE (2007 — 2013)

forward tO hearing AS findingS'.

(Dame S . Sli

' Pcrmancni Secretary Dcpaitmcni o/Culture Meda and Sport, Londiml

'Remnfiguringthe (cu'Iturslli connections between country and city is the most important
design opportunity since the intemeth
(Jnhn Thxrkara Doors of Pax.anrinn, icwyr drlnrSO/perception clvn/I
'The creative indvstrics wake 4 signicicant, avd sometimes vnaslinewledgcd, contribution to
rvml aconomiax and sorxafics. They can play 4 positivercac in vconomic and sodal

regene
ration,

helping to build socialcapital betweenand whhin communities and also investing in local
dist mctivvnvss and identity, Thl re is 4 needl for greater national, strvtvgb focus to reflect

and channel energy at the reqional and locallevels. This conference will, I am sure, help to
achieve Ihrs.
(M
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The Carnegie UK Trust walcoxnes the recognition thatthis conference will give to cu'Iturc as
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C REATIVE RURAL ECONOM Y
The arts and rural regeneration in the context of RDPE; LEADER+. investing in
creative rural communities: and mapping the new creatwe rura( induc(ries.
Introduction

Thc Governmere's Rural Strategy (DEFRA2004) and the proposed ROPE' guidelines (2007-1 31

LEAOER+I Invr'sting in niral community emotivity and cultural capital

innovative cultural and alta led rural economic and social inctuskm p~

b e i ng developed by

LEADER+groups in the UK snd throughout the EU.induding other exoting new mrai arts work
bckig developed in suppmt of rural health, youth,tourism. transport, and rural housing Initiativer,

ans contnbuting to radical social and Ca>nomicchange In rural communitierc the countryside

Ovvvfaping Ihv future Crvxtivc Rural Economy

CAd In thc agf Ice(tule sector. These chaAges afe also Qcricratlng Iicw social, scttlcfACA't,
4lltd scapearid cconomK (ofrIiatioiis th roughout feral England,which ln tllfA bfifig intcfcinlng

At the momentthe rural creative industries are lacking nwdels of strategic development and

cuhural, aasttietic,social and creative chayangasand opportunitkis which tha ass community
might begin to address. These imply theneed for a fundamental rethink of thenature and
potentbi of rural creasivky ln the economy,and the formulation of a neerrural aesthetic
capable of guiding and anhandng the futlna dcvalopnwnt ofiEAQLsncys ruralenvironments,
commvrvticsi anff economy.

and provision of aclequate skills and trainisg prograrnmas. How the naw CREresearch,
pecbgogicai and developmental models will beformulated will be the subject of further
c%scussion at the conference.

The arts And rvrxi regeneration in the context MI RtyPE

coherentprogrammes ifor Investment, which implies a needfor evidence-based research.

Art Mnd Agncvltvre; cultivating metxphorc for xuctxin ibility

Thc conference hlrthaf aims to: inform and widen the art sector'sengagement with issues
in rural and agricultumlipohcy; promote tha creation of a European Rural fkennala of art,

Following the svccess of arts and urban mgvnvration projects and urban-basedcultural
industri'cs. the conferencewill attempt to Ifegna an ecpdvakmt wea for investment in the rural
economy, and suggest a strategic programme
of arts and rvral regeneration and craatius rival

agibultuiv vnd rural ciealwity: and fiamv a new cultwal strategy for Mgiicv'lioral change, ivial

industries projocir that wovkf bo capable of svpportktgsomeof tha economic, environmental,

For morc information about theseproposals,go to:
«httfx//vnvw.littoral.org.uk/HTMU71/pdf/NRA Strategy,pdf»

sochd priorities as outlined In tha ROPE.

development and arn/ifonmentaI sustainability, which could be taken forward as thebasis tor
a pcissiblv CAP Pillar 10;European Ruial Cultural Ocvclopincnt Programma.

Tuesday 12th September
Refocusing rural art practices and arts development policy:
addressing the new rural agenda snd RDPEpriorities.

I NVENTING THE CREATIVE RURAL ECON O M Y
10-'13 September, Lancaster University Conference Centre

it Learningfrom ths urbanCreative industries experience

Programme:
Pre-conference Field Trips: an insight into some pioneering arts and rural

A critical take on urban creative industnes and regeneration.

Creadve Rural Ciusrenx SimonEvans,Director Creative Clusters, SheHield.
Dilemmas snd psrsdoxes in urban creative industries: Dr. Franco Bianchinl,
De Monrfort University, Culture snd the regeneration industry: Julian Dobson,
Editor NEWSTART Magazine

regeneration and Creative Rural Industries projects in the North West of England
Sunday 10th September:

(A) Crest(ve Rural Industriesfn Curnbria

10.30 am

Tes and coffee

(Coach departsLancaster University, 10.00 amj
Learning Rom the paso a new future for rural craW,
Revival of traditional rural crafts as the basis for new rural businesses.

11 am- I pm

3 An. design and nsw media projects ln the rural economy:
Parallel workshop programme:
a) Crafts and the Rural Economy: exploring a new role for contemporary and
traditional crafts and design in the context of RDPE and rural regeneration.
b) Rural Design and Architecture. Designing future rural settlements, landscapes
and built environments. design and srchheeture in the rural e«onomy.

Staveley Village Cumbria:charcoal making and woodland craft demos

led by Lakeland Craftspeople.
GrizedateForest Park and Sculpture Trag (picnic lunch on site).
Introduction to the Forestry Commission cultural tourism initiative. Art'sts
as catalysts for regeneration in forestry and remote rural communities
Dada artists and Herdwiek sheep a» dnvar»of ths new Creadve Rural Industries.

c j Rethinkingpublic art and the countryside, life after the Sculpture Trail'.

artists as cata(ystsin the rural economy; public art and rural tourism;
new art works in challenging rural and agricultural contexts.
d) Communigr broadcasting and die creadve rural economy, the role of
community radio, ICT and wireless broadband in rural areas.

Elterviater village snd the Langdale Valley Cumbria.

a) Woolly RugCompany, and sn exhibition of wool crafts based on the
Cumbrian Herdwick sheep,
'b) The Merz Bam snd Kurt Schwitters: restoration of Kurt Schwitters' Merz
barn art and architectural installation project at Cylinders Estate, Elterwater,

1 — 2pm
2- 3.30 pm

(8) Creative itural tndestrles In Lancashire

3.30— 5 pm

(Coach departs Lancaster University I0,00 amj
Rural ans and community enterprise. Farm auction marts ss creative hubs,
commun
ityrural workspaces, and innovative public art in ruralcontexts.
11 am -12.30 pm a) From Csttte aucti'onsIo Csr boot sales — Ctttheroe Farm Auction M'ani
The changing role of farm auction mans: new arts, I'CT, socio( and
communication projects for cattle aurtion centres.
6) The Poorlands Trust rural eornmunity workspaees project, Slaidburn.
LEADERr fundedcommun
ity creative industries workshops and crafts centre,
e) The Panopricons project. Mid-Pennine Arts; experimental public art and
architecture projects in urban/rural fringe East Lancashire.
Conference barbecue
An evening of traditional music and foods ifrom Lancashire, Cheshire and
Curnbria. Forrest Hills Farm and conference centre, near Lancaster University.

Lurlch
Investing ln rural crwrtlvityr Poster dksp(ay sessions and wortuhops.

Promoting, rural creativityandsustainable communities.
(Programme to be announced)
7 Creative strategies for rural regeneretiont new rural contexts and
partner»hips for the arts.
Artfarms: ereadve rural etusters and fneubarors, the role of rural studios

and work spaces.and the economic impart of farm-bowed arts, cultural
and exhibition projects.
g) Field Art and arts projects on farmland: Crop eirdes. cornmates and

field sn; farmers as artists.
h) Grains of Truth: the role of photography, Rim, and video in the new rural
economy. Documendng rural social and environmental change.
i) Framing new regionst RDPE arts and cultural partnerships EastMidlands
LEADER+ and strategic partners diseuse a possible eultuial programme
for the RDPE ln their region,

5-6 pm
7.30 pm

Reportback session, and open forum.
Lancashfre's Rural t/entcer dinner cruise snd evenmgof entertainment on
»he Lancaster Canal for conference delegates and guests.

IVionday 11th September
Wednesday 13th September
Delivering the Creathie Rural Industries

Mapping the new Creative Rural Industries

9 - 9.30 are

9'.30-10 am

Regi»tration (tsa and roffee)i lancaster University Conference Centre
Welcome and introduction; l.EADER+ Lancashire, DEFRA and Arts Council

9 — 10.30 pm

10 am

11.15 am
11.45 am

12.45 pm
1.13 pm

2.30 pm

Posltfonlng the Creative Rural Economy ln context of the proposed
Elf Rural Development Programme, (2007-2013).
Introduction to the soclak environmental and economic priorities of RDPE
Aius I-III programmes. Natural England and LEADER+ as potential partners

rural pioneers snd entrepreneurs; new arts and cultural inidathres in support

for the arts sector. GeoHBrown, Fegs and Gales (EADER+ Cuinbria; John
Wetbank lancashire Rural Futures; Simon Humphreys, Natural England (NW)

of rural regeneration and the ROPE.

Tes and coffee
2 (nvesttng in Creative Rural Commun(tins» artists,farmers and rural
communltlss ss drivers ofthe creative rural economy.
The role of rural community cultural capital, rural social enterprise, snd

by ruralcommun
ityleaders andother arts and rural organisations.
10.30- il am Tea and eoHee
11arin-12.30 pm 0 Regional delivery psrtnershlps for the Creative Rural Economy
Proposals for regional Creative Rural Economy development prograrnrr es;

community development, environmental sustainability and creative

Panel snd Discussion
Lunch
3 Leeatlngthe eeWereatlVe rural Induatrlea: prteritlea and parametera
Creative strategies for rural community development, environmental

future deployment of the arts and cultural sector in support of RI3PE, rural
rural industdies initiatives
12.30-1,30 pm Lunch
2 pni
Conference closes.
sls The rvrirxxiivnv a rubirctia rrvri sv axf rivirivviian x xvr iris forsame vr riiv uiasiivr,

BOOKING FORM i REATIVE RURALECONOMY Mnppme Ih i nvw c "

sunday i 0 september Rveo iial swdy rrlps
study rxii i C ~
iaa x f rrsa.vsrwu wiiioric vi Cauira. lunch m4il • i»
swirr rirp 2 Cixx»itoivof ~r i i i r rure priilvris ri txi
irrnw , lu~ui iruluch.v

d) Renewabtes and Environmental Sustainabil'ity: ans.led alternativecrops

please iui ar approp nw

and land use; cmadve responses to climate change. new rural energy and

5.30 pm Report back session, open forum and discussion
(3fgcist opening of the conference exhibitions.
Conference dinner, Lancaste~ Unwersity
The Third Revolution - imagining the new rural economy ant/s
ocietyafter 2013
After dinner speech by IVhke xeeble lfarmer and journalist)

i t iv e Rural indv»trio»

Inlorns anal conlerrnco & iield riips 10 - is sepwn4w zeus unaenxr of Lancanai
Full leeavaiai '0 vain 10-1»»oxi~riar xayma Cxt iw lr ixp. v .ne • »apiary 1 a'izi
i
C iinni w i u virvu oi is Vvys ii —13 Wt . nc4dts owners S»ri 'i'IS iZI
one oar Coiiiiimrr Rvsinrixloa fvix»udes dii iiw i

c) Rural' Tourism, Food Cultures and Heritage: Rural tounsm,heritage and foods
marketing initiatives; rural touring; and arts festivals in rural communities.

enwronmentel initiatives.
Tea and coffee

6 — 7 pm
7.30 pm

cultural capita'Ias drivers for the new creative rural economy; presentations

artist-fariner partnerships in sustaining the creative rural econoiny.

are projects withrural communities and young people.

4. 30 =

e) Creative Rural Comm
unities: unlocking rural community creativity snd

Sally Robinson Amptebosom marketing company (www,amptebosomxom/)
Simon Thackray The Shed lwwvi.theshed.co.uk)
Marco Marcon IASKA project Western Australia (www.issks.corn.auj

sustainabitity and economic regeneration.
Workshop programme:
al UrbanRural reconnections: new rural cultural psrtnerships; Black snd'
Minority Ethnic communities as nsw rural business partners snd «onsumers,
6) Digitst Media andthe Rural Economy, pmmoting rural media, ICT and digital

4pm

8 Sustaining the future Creative Rural Economy
a) Education and training for the creative rural industries: proposals for future
rural artsskills education snd creative rural industries research programme».
on Ihe Edge Project, Grays School of Art, RGU, Aberdeen,
b) Blueskies/Greenfietds; sns-ted research and the rurai economy: artists as

England, conference sponsors. Speakers: Rbcj
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7.6 Previous ACE support for our conferences as precedents for the proposed
Tate Britain New Creative Rural Economies conference june 2019:
Arts Council East Midlands CEO, Laura Dyer supports early proposals for the national creative rural economy;
'Rural Shift' conference Bakewell Derbys. Nov. 2002;
Arts Council England NW CEO Michael Eakin explains why the Arts Council fundedthe Creative Rural Economy R&D
initiative was a major Arts Council "success story".

r

(Ii

'On the Edge', a record of hill farming communities in the Derbyshire Dales. Photographer Kate Bellis

RURAL SHIFT
Investing in rural creativity and the creative rural
economy; tackling issues of rural social and
economic exclusion through the arts.
Tuesday 22nd and Wednesday 23rd October, 2002
Agricultural Business Centre, Bakewell, Derbyshire.
Conference aims
The conference will provide an overview of current policy initiatives relating to rural economic and
social inclusion, with updates on new arts work with rural health care organisations, youth work in rural
areas, rural women's creative economic initiatives, work with rural elders, and urban and multicultural
perspectives on social exclusion. Day 2 of the programme will focus on development, delivery and
evaluation of practical arts projects in support of rural regeneration, social cohesion and economic
development initiatives in rural areas. The workshop programme will provide an update on the Art
Council's sponsored study; "Investing in Rural Creativity; the Arts and Agricultural Change", which
proposes a radical new role for the arts in addressing social, cultural and economic issues in rural and
farming communities.
The conference will attempt to identify creative solutions to rural issues relating to social exclusion,
economic deprivation, poor health, lack of rural communications, and isolation, as experienced by
marginal rural and farming communities.
Speakers and delegates will discuss how the arts might respond to some of these problems, and the
radical proposals as outlined in the Government's Curry Report (February 2002), "Farming and
Food, a sustainable future", for the reform of agriculture and the new rural agenda. New
opportunities will be outlined for delivery of rural regeneration projects through partnerships with young
people, rural elders, rural health care providers, digital artists and new media workers, women' s
organisations, farmers, and urban arts and multicultural communities.
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RURAL SHIFT 1
Tackling rural social and economic exclusion through the arts
Conference programme
Tuesday 22nd October, 2002
Day 1. Tuesday 22nd October
9.00 - 9.45 am

Reg i stration

9.45 - 10.00 am

W e l come and introduction,
Narendra Bajaria, Chair of the Standards Committee,
Peak District National Park Authority

10.00 - 11.15 am Session 1
1. What is rural social exclusion? Overview of social inclusion policy priorities.
Representatives from some of the leading statutory agencies for rural communities, the arts and
the countryside in England discuss the issues confronting rural communities today, and review
current policy and programmes for delivery of social and economic inclusion in rural communities.
Sylvia Browne Chief Executive ACRE (Action for Communities in Rural England)
Margaret Clark Director (Social Inclusion), The Countryside Agency
Laura Dyer Regional Chief Executive Arts Council England East Midlands
Chair Michaela Butter, Head of Planning Resources, Arts Council England, East Midlands
11.45 am - 1.15 pm Session 2
2. R u ral Voices: examples of grass roots action for social and economic inclusion
Understanding the impact of social and economic exclusion in rural contexts, with examples of
innovative grass roots partnerships tackling the effects of social and economic exclusion. Projects
involving rural youth and women's groups, farming and rural community leaders, and rural health
care workers and clients.
Fast Forward: investing in rural youth, creativity and social inclusion
The rural youth perspective: arts projects as a creative response to effects of rural social
exclusion, presented by young people from the 'Fast Forward' project and coordinator Debbie
Hedderwick.
Catalysts for change: rural women tackle social and economic exclusion
The social and economic benefits of business support and other incentives for rural women. Mary
Anderson reports on a three year rural community development project in support of women on
low incomes, and the resulting 'Catalyst' project about to start in Derbyshire.
Peak Condition: rural health care provision as the key to social inclusion
The importance of good rural health provision in promoting social inclusion, and tackling economic
and environmental barriers to health. Julie Hurst, Health Development Manager, High Peak and
Dales Primary Care Trust.
Over the Edge: farming and rural communities make their voices heard
The recent FMD epidemic and the ongoing economic crisis in agriculture have disadvantaged the
smaller family farms and marginal rural communities in Britain. A call for urgent action and new
partnerships with the arts. Michael Hart, Chair of the Small and Family Farms Alliance.
Chair Mike Harris, Chief Officer, Derbyshire Rural Community Council
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RURAL SHIFT 2
Delivering rural social and economic inclusion through the arts
Workshop and field study programme
Wednesday 23rd October
Workshops and field study visits programme venues.
Field study visits and workshop venues are based at the ABC Centre in Bakewell, or at locations
within a 30 mile radius - bus transport to and from ABC centre Bakewell and lunch on site are
provided.
New insights about rural issues and how these impact on local communities
The Day 2 workshop programme provides a hands on approach to arts and rural inclusion project
development, and examples in practice of how arts and documentary projects can aid understanding
of the complexities of particular rural social, environmental and economic problems, and trace their
impact on different rural communities and constituencies.
Developing effective collaborations between arts and rural communities
Organised thematically, each workshop will provide access to one or two practical arts projects under
way in rural and urban communities in the Derbyshire and Peak District area. The workshops and
field visits will enable delegates to meet and share ideas with other agencies and community groups
involved in rural social inclusion work, e.g. rural youth groups and leaders, rural women's groups,
farming families, health care workers, rural business leaders and media workers, local authority and
National Park officers, and artists.
Measuring outcomes, and proposals for future arts and rural inclusion projects
Each of the thematic programmes will attempt to focus on the effectiveness of particular art practices
and development strategies being employed by artists and rural arts and community organisations in
delivery of social and economic inclusion initiatives. The workshop will conclude with discussions
about criteria for measurement and evaluation of arts in rural social and economic inclusion contexts,
and recommendations follow-up research.
Workshops/Field trips 10.00 am-2.00 pm (Buses depart 9,1~~m from the ABC Bakewell)
Being included; innovative oral and visual arts projects with rural communities
Promoting social inclusion through oral arts and inter-generational work with rural elders and
retired farmers and young people. Examples of how drama, visual arts and writing projects can
be employed to develop community celebratory events that include urban and rural audiences.
The Farming Lives project in the Staffordshire Moorlands and Derbyshire Dales, REAP (Rural
Education and Arts Projects), History Live Peak District National Park.
ii New rural media: communicating and promoting rural social inclusion
The role of rural media, community radio and digital arts (DVD video, digital audio, CDRom, web
sites, internet art, and publication design, etc.) in addressing rural isolation, economic deprivation,
rural housing issues, and rural health and youth. An insight into the pioneering social inclusion and
development work being undertaken by the Rural Media Company Herefordshire; and the Forest
of Dean Community Radio, which is the first rural arts and community radio project in England to
receive a Radio Authority Community Access broadcasting licence.
iii Local People/Rural Lives: learning from the coalfields and rural communities
Investigating rural arts and social cohesion and economic inclusion projects being developed with
coalfields communities, as a possible blueprint for future work with rural communities. Creative
approaches to education and learning programmes for rural communities: a study visit to
community led collaborations developed by the Shirebrook Coalfields community in partnership
with Junction Arts, led by artist/coordinator Tina Glover.

iv

Wor k ing on theedges: documenting rural communities and social change
An introduction to developing arts-led social inclusion projects in partnership with isolated farming
and rural communities throughout Britain. The workshop will be based in a working hill farming
community in the Peaks, and local hill farmers and rural community leaders will meet with
photographers, video makers, artists and writers to discuss their experiences of rural social
exclusion, and how the arts might help combat rural stress and other problems affecting farmers
and their families. An update on recent social documentation and arts work (photography, video,
audio arts, exhibitions, and publications, etc.) about rural communities, and the problems of
translating arts projects about rural issues into practical action for social and economic inclusion.

v

Focu s on rural health:developing arts projects in the healthcare context
The Farm Out Project and Derbyshire Rural Health Forum. Seminar based at the Cottage Hospital
in Bakewell. Lynda Syson Nibbs, Public Health Nurse for farming communities in the Peak District,
will lead a workshop and seminar involving health care professionals (occupational therapists,
nurses, elder care workers and patients) in discussion with rural community leaders, arts
organisations and artists, about developing a range of new arts projects to address particular rural
health care issues and needs. The session will include reference to other innovative arts projects
which address issues of rural stress, rural disability and access, and mental health work with rural
communities.

3.00-4.00 pm
Report back, planning and plenary sessions
All workshops reconvene at the ABC Centre in Bakewell for a final report back, and a project
planning and evaluation session.
Programme developed by LlTTORAL Arts in partnership with
Derbyshire Rural Community Council, and Arts in the Peak
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Littoral Arts receives funding support from North West Arts and the Arts Council of England

Further information from: LlTTORAL Arts
42 Lodge Mill Lane, Turn Village, Bury, Lancashire BLO ORW
Tel/Fax: 01706 827 961
E-mail:<littoral@btopenworld.corn> Website: cwww.littoral.org.uk>
LITTORAL/Projects Environment: Registered Charitable Trust, No 1002
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7.7 An Arts Council England success story; endorsement for the Littoral Arts Trust's creative
rural economy inititive; CRE conference, Lancaster University 10-12 Sept. 2006

We support the arts in ... the creative economy fthey arealso) a key part of the rural
creative economy, and central to its growth.'

Michael Eakin RCEO ACENW
... it's a majorinvestment we need ta stay with

Arts Council England NW invesled c. E150,000
of Arts Lottery funding with the development of the
NW creative rural economy project 2092-2006

Michael Eakln Executive Director Arts Council England North West welcoming delegates to the creative rural

economy conference, said that the Arts Council was very happy to be both a funder of and a partner for the
Creative Rural Economy conference. The theme of the Arts and Rural Regeneration had been a key area for them

for the past few years, and they had just published their agenda for the next couple of years for this area.
There were a number of key principles, of which he would single out three for special mention. The Council's aim
was firstly to enable everyone to have the opportunity to engage in the arts in one way or another, and to fulfill

their creative potential. Secondly they were keen to support the arts in the context of the creative economy since
the arts are a key part of the rural creative economy, and central to its growth. Thirdly the Council was working to

make sure that the arts were placed at the centre of national and regional ~life, with a beneficial effect on every
branch of nationai growth and economic development,
if these are the key principles on the Arts Council*s agenda then it was dear that they applied to all areas and all
our diverse communities. There was much good practice to build on, especially in the voluntary sector. There was
good work going on through the National Rural Touring Forum, and also in the field of communications in rural
areas, using the new technology in cutting-edge ways. Many artists and arts organisations play a central role in
their communities, as for example the Theatre by the Lake in Keswick, which is the second 'biggest employer in the
town, draws an immense number of visitors, and works with many educational institutions in skiliing up young
people. He also mentioned the impact of Lantern House (Welfare State International) on Cumbria in bringing a
vvhole range of creative practitioners to the area who have enriched cultural life. The Arts Council wished to
encouragethese and similarinitiatives in the region to continue to thrive and expand.
There Is a lot to build on in rural working, but also some challenges to be faced. Financial viability is harder to
achieve; housing, educational facilities, public transport, audiences, are all thinner on the ground. All these were
factors which he hoped the conference would explore, finding ways of helping to create a vibrant creative rural
economy forartistsand audiences.
Finally, Michael Eakin thanked the organisers for bringing this conference together. It was another "breakthrough
moment for the NW region", and concluding stated; ",. I particularly want to congratulate the Littoral Arts Trust
who have, once again, shown considerable skill and foresight with the organisation of the Creative Rural Economy
Conference at Lancaster University." They were, he said, a key organisation not only"... in developing arts practice
in the region but also in developing in a rigorously intellectual way the thinking and the future strategies for
national rural arts practice and policy." This conference was typical of their considerable influence and creative
enterprise in these areas.

The Arts Council was very pleased to be associated with the initiative and hoped that the future creative rural
economy initiative would become a great success.

20

RCEG Arts Council Enghnd NW, fram the introduction to the Creative Rural Economy Conference report, (February 2007)

7.7 The Creative Rural Economy - an Arts Council success story?
ACE invested c.C 500,000 in Arts Lottery funds for the early development of the creative
rural economy and Merz Barn rural art museum initiatives, 2002-2014; supportive
commentaries and words of encouragement from senior Arts Council executives.

"(T jhe creative rural economy ... (is j an important new initiativefor the arts council"
... East Midlands Arts is very pleased that it could support the conference...".
Laura Dyer, formerly CEO East Midland Arts Council, Nov. 2002

"Littoral Arts Trust has succeeded in opening up in the arts sector an unprecedented

awareness of the crisis in British farming and of the potential role for artists... they
are in a strong position to take its pioneering art and agriculture work ... nationally. "
Janet Hadley. Independent Consultant Arts Council England review of the trust's rural programmes. Feb 2003

"Littoral s combination of advocacy and hands on practice had contributed
significantly to Arts Council England's thinking about rural issues and in particular
work within the agriculture sectors. "
Nikki Crane, ACE Lead on Social Inclusion Policy, ACE Head Office, Jan. 2003.

"... how extraordinarily important it was that an arts organisation took a 'political

stance 'intoface of a national crisis in farming (FMD) — the loss of traditions, ways off
working, and the ensuing changes in the cultural landscape ... Littoral s effort was no
only brave, but also hugely admirable.. their work has encouraged the Arts Council s
thinking about rural issues ".
Aileen McEvoy, Acting CE]O Arts Council England NW, Jan 2004

"They [arej a key organisation .. their rigorously intellectual way of working have
pointed the wayfor future rural arts practice and policy ..." ... the Arts Council was
very pleased to be associated with the '[creative rural economyj initiative ... [it is) a
major investment we need to stay with "
Michael Eakin, CEO Arts Council England NW. September 2006

"8'eencourage you to continue your work with the Merz Barn and creative rural

economy R&D proj ects ... [they arej of national strategic importance"
Richard Russell, Director Strategic Partnerships, Arts Council England., Head office. Nov, 2010

"I want to say a huge thank you to youfor meeting us and talking to us and showing us
the Merz Barn.I have been wanting to see the Merz Barn for a long time ... and it
didn 't disappoint. On the issue of the rural cultural strategy — creative rural economy
initiative Alan [Davey ACE CEO j said he was very interested to hear of this work.
... 8e will be in touch ... "
Vivienne Bennett. Heads of Visual Arts ACE Head Office, 24/04 2012

"I want to take this opportunity to celebrate the great work of the Littoral Arts Trust
As a funder it is very rare that you meet people who have the imagination and are
genuinely tenacious and innovative, and who also want to make a di fference and an

impact in areas of public life fwhichj they have achieved this in a way that actually
proved to be so exciting ...

"

Pauline Tambling, Former Head of Arts Policy and Research ACE, London. (Tate Britain Conference, May 2014)

"... Clearly we would like to assist, if we were able to do so, we shall therefore talk to
colleagues at the Arts Council... I appreciate that you cannot be expected to[continue
this workj without pubic support ...

"

Sir Nicholas Scrota, Director Tate Gallery London 2/02/2016
6/

7.7 Proposed Tate Britain conference: Rural Innovation - the New Creative Rural
Economies Draft programme*
'NB The conference is subject to the availability of Arts Council Lottery funding

ura n n ova ion:
The new creative rural economies
C4 billion p.a. by 2025; the rise of the

creative rural sector; supporting the
Government's Industrial Strategy

Ii
,llllfl

International conference

Tate Britain
25th - 26th June 2019
CREATIVE RURAL INDUSTRIES CONSORTIUM
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The new creative rural industries conference; an international
celebration of rural innovation and rural community creativity.
Conference aims:
(1) Provide a national gathering and forum for all those involved with creative, artistic, innovation,
digital, entrepreneurial and cultural work in the rural and agricultural sectors; establishment of a
national creative rural sector advocacy network; i.e. Creative Rural Industries Consortium - CRIC.
(2) promote the concept of the emerging Creative Rural Sector - CRS; secure its full recognition
within the mainstream (urban) CI policy sector as a valuable new creative industries sector partner;
(3) formalise and optimise the creative rural sector's full economic contributions to the Government's
Industrial Strategy - to c R4 billion p.a.; via an equivalent creative rural industries sector settlement;
(4) make the case for the allocation of a D5 million Arts Lottery 'Rural Cultural Fund' to support the
development of a pilot three year strategic rural cultural investment (development) fund; RCIF.

Conference rationale and proposed outcomes:
The 'Future is Rural - mapping the new creative rural economies' conference aims to provide an opportunity
for the hitherto disorganised and marginalised creative rural sector(s) to come together for the first time and
plan their re-formation as a potential new national CI sector; i.e. the creative rural sector (CRS). Obtain a
better sense of the scope and importance of their contributions to the national creative economy and the
Government's Industrial strategy. Provide a public platform for an informed debate about the growing
potential of all sectors of the creative rural economy, involving both urban and rural CI leaders, artists,
academics, CI policy researchers, etc. Who would also be asked to address four main propositions:
1. How do we establish the credentials of the UK's new rural 'Cls'? Documenting the full scope and
economic potential of the emerging creative rural economy and rural cultural industries sector.
Documenting and mobilising (i.e. unlocking) the full economic, social and cultural potential of the creative
rural sector (CRS); by bringing all of the creative rural sectors together (i.e. rural artists, designers, farmer
creatives, innovative rural communities, the digital rural, rural cultural tourism, rural women as innovators,
rural crafts, rural fashion, rural festivals, rural gastronomy, rural health, rural youth, agri-tech., rural heritage
architecture, etc.) to create a single creative rural economy sector advocacy and campaign organisation;
2. Formalising and coordinating the creative rural sector's contribution to the Government's
Industrial Strategy; achieving full Whitehall (DCMS/BEIS/DEFRA) and CI sector policy alignments
That the CRS is now well positioned and willing to make a significant and sustainable contribution to the
Government's Industrial Strategy, (post-Brexit) via its Creative Industries sector settlement; need to
convince DCMS and CIC to widen their CI definitions to embrace the full range of the creative rural sector's
offer; effecting a new dialogue and partnership for the rural sector with the leading Cl creative industries
agencies (e.g. CIF, CIC, NESTA, Creative England, British Council, DCMS, DEFRA, BEIS, Arts Council, etc.);
3. Assessing the CRS's claims of R4 billion p.a. by 2025; are these estimates verifiable and also what
proposals are being put forward to enable these contributions to become sustainable in the future?
Verifying the CRS's claims that it has the potential to contribute up to F4 billion p.a. to the national creative
economy by 2025; the urgent need for a new set of creative rural economy CI statistics and definitions,
including some supporting robust CRE economic research & evaluation methodologies. That would render
them more coherent, credible and complementary to the current DCMS 13 (mainly urban?) CI definitions;
4. What is the rural ask? (i) Establishment of a national Rural Cultural Development fund; (ii) R15
million in Arts Lottery funding for three year pilot creative rural economy investment fund - RCIF
Putting forward concrete proposals for the establishment of a dedicated national rural cultural development
fund — RCIF (i.e. with a minimum of P5 million in Arts Lottery funding p.a. ,over three years initially); securing
a democratic cultural policy framework and mandate for all rural areas; with the creation of a CRE advisory
council (CRIC) to oversee the setting of future strategic cultural investment policy priorities and a more
equitable distribution of Arts Lottery funding for creative rural economy investment for all rural areas.
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Day 1. (draft programme) Tuesday 25th June 2019. Tate Britain.
Coordinating the creative rural sector's contribution to the Government's Industrial Strategy

"The UK's booming creative industries contribute nearly C90 billion to the economy and employ more than
two million people ... we must do more to support all sectors of the creative economy, large and small ..."
Rt. Hon. Greg Clark. Secretary of State BEIS.

9.00 —9.30 Registration, Tea and coffee
9.30 Welcome and introduction
Pam Warhurst CBE: tWhy the Rural is the Future' Chair of Incredible Edible, Todmorden. Formerly Chair
of the Forestry Commission, Deputy Chair Countryside Commission and Chair of Natural England.
Dame Rachel Cooper. 'Design, and the new creative and digital rural economies'., Distinguished
Professor: Design Management and Policy Director: Imagination Lancaster University
10.30

Op t imising the creative rural sector response to the Government's Industrial Strategy
lain Bennett, BoP — the economic indicators; verifying the CRE contribution of E2 billion p.a.
John Newbigin, CIC — Creative Industries settlement; what it means for the creative rural sector
BEIS spokesperson (tbc) — creative rural sector support for Government's Industrial Strategy
Chair: David Powell DPA. <http: //davidpowellresearch.co.uk>

11.00 — 11.30pm Tea and coffee and poster sessions
11.30 — 1.00pm. Breakout seminar sessions. A, B & C. (see pages 4 — 5 under)
1.00 — 2.00pm. lunch and VIP reception for House of Lords Rural Economy Committee, MPs, Rural NGOs
2.00 — 2.30 ~y o g i ~ :
Rura l Design and Innovation in America the
- NEA/USDA report,
Sunil lyengar, Director Research and Analysis, National Endowment for the Arts Washington DC.
<htt s://www.arts. ov/content/sunil-i en ar>. Arts and economic impact theories have until recently been
built and tested only in urban environments ..."(at the NEAJ we' ve long understood that the arts and design
can beautify a place and attract new residents and businesses. This report shows that these attributes are
also closely linked to innovative business practices in rural communities nationwide."
<htt s://www.arts. ov/news/2017/new-research-re ort-hi hli hts-economic-im act-arts-rural-communities>
2.30 —3.50 Breakout seminar sessions. D, E & F.(see pages 6 — 8 under)
4.00 - 4.30. ~Ke note 3: The Countryside comes to the Guggenheim Art Museum New York: cursting
agriculture: rural issues, farming and the countryside move into the mainstream urban cultural discourse.
Troy Conrad Therrien Curator, Architecture and Digital Initiatives, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,
New York. <htt s://www. u e n h e im.or /exhibition/count side-future-of-the-world>
4.30 — 5.00. Concluding plenary session and recommendations from breakout sessions (A — F); how to
achieve the creative rural sector's three main goals (under); proposals for possible future next steps:
(1) DCMS & CIC recognition for the new rural Cls — formal recognition of the emerging creative rural sector
(CRS) and the creative and digital rural economy, by DCMS, BEIS, DEFRA ACE, CIC, CIF;
(2) Creative Rural Industries Council - establishment of a creative rural industries consortium or council(CRIC); provision of a supporting national creative and digital rural sector R&D advocacy programme;
(3) Rural Cultural Investment Fund - securing the award of C15 million in Arts Lottery funding for the
implementation of a future pilot, three year, creative rural economy investment fund (RCIF, 2019 — 22);
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Sally Robinson's first law of creative rural economics —
explained
"... my husband took four cattle to market not long ago and he came back with the price for three."
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7.10 Letter to John Newbigin - UK Creative industries Council

Creative Rural Industries Consortium
C/-The Merz Barn, Cylinders Estate, Elterwater Cumbria LA22 9JB
t. 01539437309. e I
.w.
r l
. r .
John Newbigin
C/- BAFTA
6 Windmill St,
London W1T 2JB
8th March 2019
Dear John,

Re. Wisdom or Folly'? Or, what would Jennie Lee say'?
Many thanks for your kind words of encouragement re. the Tate Britain conference. I hope
that the report might also be of interest to you and CIC — the Creative Industries Council.
As we have stated previously the report is a major Arts Council England success story, ACE
having commissioned and generously funded all the vital early development work. It's also
an affirmation of Jennie Lee's originating vision for the Arts Council. In particular, the hard
won principle of public support for the arts. But she would have been astounded, perhaps
even dismayed, at the current levels of ACE Arts Lottery funding seemingly being frittered
away on yet more unsustainable multi-million pound urban art museum 'follies' (Jonathan
Clancy, Guardian. 18/11/2013): e.g. The Public West Bromwich, FirstSite Colchester, MIMA
Middlesborough, New Gallery Walsall, etc. All have experienced funding issues, resulting in
additional ACE Arts Lottery bailouts, or are dogged by 'internal management' problems.~
Public concern about these issues have also been raised in the media (Telegraph, Guardian,
MEN, etc.) and by the professional arts sector (Arts Professional, Art Newspaper, Artists
Newsletter, AJ Architecture Journal, The Stage, etc.), and about the Arts Council's additional
support for the P130 million + Factory Art project in Manchester. Which suggest that John
Whittingdale's earlier expressed warnings may again have been ignored by the Arts Council:
"The Arts Council played a major role in a gross waste of (C31 million Arts Lottery] public money
during its involvement in the (Public] West Bromwich project. Mistakes have been made
throughout and we were concerned at the inability of the Chief Executive to provide answers to
our questions and the lack of any serious attempt to learn lessons or prevent a repetition."
(John Whittingdale, Chair DCMS Select Committee of Inquiry, 28/03/2011; Item 63).

And all of this at a time when our vital public services; schools, hospitals, Police, Fire, care
services for the elderly and disabilities, and a national homeless/rough sleeper crisis, are
suffering major cuts to their core budgets. Many in the arts feel that such careless
prolificacy, cited above, is immoral and that the general public and tax payer will no longer
stand for it. Consequently, the very principle of public support for the arts is itself now
being called in to questionz. If not a public inquiry, then we certainly need a moratorium on
further ACE Arts Lottery funding for new art museums, or related million pound extensions.
With best wishes,

lan Hunter
" On top a recorded E243,000 operating loss, FirstSite Trustees resign amid 'ongoing questions' over links to HR
firm Friary West which was paid more than E100,000 in consultancy fees by the ACE funded gallery. Charities
Commission express concerns about the FirstSite Gallery's governance. Gazette/Essex Standard. 21/03/2018.
Government funding support for the Arts is un-American" .Trump administration have plans to end all public
funding for the arts and close down the US Arts Council - the NEA, Washington, DC. LA Times.16/02/2018
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A postscript: "... the fears of Ra"
The Arts Council, like the National Health Service, is a great public institution
thatis to be cherished, valued and protected. However, the principle of public
(taxpayer and Lottery) support for the arts — is a privilege, and not a right.
Along with the Arts Council we, in the professional arts sector, have a duty
andindeed an obligation to ensure that all the public funding we receiveis
used wisely and put to best use. And for the benefit of all in society; urban and
rural. This is what the New Creative Rural Economies projectis all about.
I hope that I am wrong. But this could also be the last opportunity that we in
the professional arts and cultural sector will have to effect the establishment of
a national arts and cultural strategy capable of addressing creative and
imaginative solutions to some of the most serious challenges now confronting
our civilisation: the predicted collapse of the global ecosystem, increased
inciclences of famine, pandemics and flooding. Alongside a decline in human
fertility and, ultimately, our capacity as a species to reproduce ourselves.'
lan Hunter Director Littoral Arts Trust (8/03/2019

In ancient Egypt, bees played an especially important role in mythology, culture and everyday life, with the bee being
understood as a symbol of life's vital phases: birth, death and resurrection. Here, bees were the tears of Ra, the Sun
god, and Egypt's most important deity. In this story, the bee was seen as the messenger of Ra himself, falling down, like
tears, towards the earth to pass on sacred messages.

' Recent scientific report states that micro plastics in the oceans, rivers and water supply are an increasing cause of
concern due to potential sources of chemicals (PCBs), along with pollution from widespread use of agri-insecticides, that
disrupt hormones and are already affecting the growth and reproductive success of a wide variety of wildlife, animals and
insects. Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences. (edited extracts from Guardian article, 28 February 2019)

This report has been prepared for the Creative Rural Industries Consortium, by the

Littoral Arts Trust
The Merz Barn, Cylinders Estate, Elterwater, Ambleside, Cumbria LA22 9JB
T. 015394 37309 E . littoral©btopenworld.corn W . www.ruralculture.org.uk
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Snab of the 400,000 rural people on the Countryside Liberty and Livelihood' march, London t 998

